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HOLLAND,

•

VTIBBKLINK, J.

mN,

-

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, »th
street, near Market.

ll

L0E3BUR3,

apples,

p

Beans,

* 25®

One square of

(

months.
6 M.
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“

3

X1 *•
“

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,

|2.00 per

i

annum,

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitont charge for subscrlbeis.

kinds of sausages consiautl.von hand.
I/'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

ITAN DERUAAR,

H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

V

••
“

and Dealer In

VAN

1

(

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and Rivet streets.

YV

Notary Public*

Chicago A West Michigan E. E.
Taken Effect, Wednesday Jan.

Train*.

Arrive at
Hotlurul.

“
"
'• “ t

1, 1879.

|)08T, HENRY D., Real Estate and (aturana
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Uol
lections made In Holland and vicinity.

Leave

\&7ALSil, ilM Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Office, Citg Itrug

11.55 a.m.
9.20 p.m.

“
“ M
“
&
I
“
**
“ “

10

m.

p.m. *0.10

A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite
xY. S. W. cor. Public Square.
A 8H,

II.

L. Surgeons and Physicians.Office at

his residence,Overysel, Mich.

“

a.m. 12.15 “
m.

3.25 p.
5.55

* 10 45 a.m.

t 9.35 “

Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday and Monday.
VfC CULLOCII TH08., Physician, Surgeon and
Dally except Saturday.
Accoucher. Office,Van Pultun’s Drugstore,
1 Mondays only.
Holland,Michigan.
All other iraius dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago O CHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D.
time which Is 21) minutes later than Columbus
R. Meeugs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
time.
•

O

Fbnspipher.

Grand Haven Eail Eoad.
II IGG1NS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal-

XJ.

lory

oppositethis

office.

Saddler*.
Qslsff

No. 4.
p. m.
7
7
7
0
5
4
3

50
10
00
15
35
55
45

E. C.

North.
No. 2.
p. m.
12 20
11 47
11 42
11 12
10 44
10 25
9 35

Qoi&g

STATIONS.

No.

Ferrysnurtf,

Grand Haven,
Fijrcon,

Holland,

'

Fillmore,

Allegan,

South.

No. 1,
a. m.
2 20
7 DO
7 4.5
2 53

p.

Muskegon,

3.

m.

2 57
3 20
3 53
4 17
5 13

7
8
9
10
11

TAUPELL, 11., Manufacturer of and dealer :u
Harness, Trunks, saddles and Whips;

1

V

Eighth street.

55

Tobacco acd Clears.

40
50

rpK HOLLER, G.

M

X

45

FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
Lkavknwobtu,Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,

J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snutt, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

Watehei and Jewelry.

Holland, Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R.
. R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for Plaluwell,Kalamatoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, &c., 4c.

&

“

“

fT\EN EYCK,

J.,

X

Agent. Office
Eighth street.

W. Butkal',N. O.
R. A. Scuoutkn, R. S.

f. & a. at.
A Rkoular Communicationof Unitt

LodoeAttorney at Law and Collecting No. 191, F, 4 A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall.
Kenyon 4 Van Putteu's bank Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
8,
o’clock, sharp.
Otto Bkkyman. W. M.

at

•yAN PUTTEN JACOB,

street.
Y

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

in

Banking and Exchange.

lectlng, Drafts bought

C. B.

Wtnnh

Banking and Coland sold; Eighth

Sec'u.

$pcml

9-ly

14-ly

Commiuion Mtrchant.

TYKACH BRO'8, Commission Merchants,

and

Jj

dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office In ' Brick
store cor. Eighth 4 r Ish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

'

Bantlit,

/"> EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceandofflee on Eighth street,opposite Van Raalte's

vJ

artesian well is being bored at

1.000 meters, over 3,300 feet. The

work
is undertaken by the BrothersZsigmondy,
partially at the expense of the city, which

revenue tariff

is a

stating in answer to

labor

testimony

a question tlmt

granted £40,000 for the purpose,with

the intention of obtaining an unlimited
supply of

worm

water for the municipal

establishmentsand public baths. A temperature of 101 degrees Fab.
tlio water at present Issuing

is

shown by

from the well,

and the work will be prosecuted until
water of 178 degrees is obtained. About
175.000 gallons of warm water stream out
daily, risin| to a height of 35 feet. This
amount win not only supply all the wants
of the city, but converts the surrounding
region into a tropical garden. Since last
June the boring had penetratedthrough
200 feet of dolomite. The preceding strata

avenues of labor, which were already well

have supplied a number of interesting
facts to the geologist, which have been
have produced the depression which ocrecorded from time to time in the Hungacurcd in 1873, at that time, had it not been
**
Bariev, 100 ................... 120 for the railroadand municipal extrava- rian Academy of Sciences. Among some
Middling. 100 ............... 85
of the ingenious engineering devices inFlour. 100 .................. 2 13 gance which prevailed to an extent here1b

lb

lb

Pearl

Barley,

110

lb

........... 3 00

ft

tofore

Meats, Eto.
Beef, dressed per

Pork, ••

lb

*•

......................

4

.......
i
Lard, .............................& 8
Smoked Meat ................. .........
if. 10

“

............

®

Ham ..........................

Shoulders .......... ...........
Tallow, per lb ...........................
Tnrkeya.
...........................
Chickens, dressed per lb ................

«

40 7
6 8
«5 9

.

“

vented during the course of the borings

4 00

&8

MATRAU,
emso ui imm m sms
RAILROAD,
FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

unknown. He

argued that at the

time the war closed the railroads were
closing up all gaps and furnishing employ-

ment

to about three hundred thousand

men, and

that,

togetherwith the munici-

pal extravagance,afforded an outlet lor

the superfluouslabor at the time, and
only deferred the panic which came a few
years later. The immediate cause of the
trouble was the difficultyof readjusting
Hie over-accumulationof labor iu certain
centres created by the war. He considered that that has been

iu a great measure

are especially noteworthy, the arrangements

for driving in naiis nt the

enormous

depth mentioned above, for pulling them
out, for cutting off

tubes, and

a

and

pulling up broken

mechanical' apparatus by

means of which the water rising from the
well

used

is

as a

motive power for driving

tlio drills.

A

Living Glazier In Ooloraio.

We camped one

night at a pretty little
Wind River Range. A part of
members, who can never be still any

lake iu the
the

accomplishedby this superfluous labor time, day or aiglit, not satisfiedwith their
scattering and setting upon public lands
long day’s ride, clambered to the summit
in the west and northwest. He said that

^

of the celebratedWind River Peak, Just

above us.

They

report that they saw a

under the north
Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich, extensive use of labor-savingmachines side. The snow is considerablymelted on
T-iv
the peak, and unmistakably, from the
than there had been for fifteen years bewhite crust loomed tbe deep blue gorges
An Monishing Fact.
fore. The people had come to understand
of a glazier, banded by. seams of dirt and
A large proportion of the American peo- that the only way they could make any- gravel, following systematic curves, showple are to day dying from the eflects of thing was by saving it. He does not coning that the centre moves faster than the
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result sider a protectivetariff necessary for any
sides. It was an unexpected sight, and
of these diseases upou the masses of intelbranch of manufacturein the United
ligent aud valuable people is most alarmmade quite an excitement In the crowd.
ing, making life actually a burden instead States He thinks that manufactures iu
The following morning at 8 o'clock the
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and their infancy should bo left to stand or fall
discoverers, reinforced by the incredulous
usefulness as it ought to be. There is no
according to their own abilities.
of
the party, retraced their steps, and saw
good reason for this, if you will only
throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
the magnificent spectacle with their own
What Birds'-Nest Pudding is Mhde of.
take the advice of Druggists and your
eyes. It is supposed that this is the first,
friends, and try one bottle of Green’s
Eatable birds’ nest are found for the at least one of tbe first, living glaziers ever
August Flower. Your speedy relief is
certain. Millions of bottles of this med- most part in the islands of Java, Borneo, found in the interior of our continent.—
icine have been given away to trv its vir- Sumatra and the Celebes. The bird [Cincinnati Commercial.
tues, with satisfactory results in every which produces the nest is called the Sacase. You can buy a sample bottle for 10
Nevada’s Latest Prodigy.

Know.

you aresufiering with a severe cough,
cold, asthma, bronchitis,consumption,
loss of voice, tickling in the th/oat, or any
affection of the throat or lungs, we know
that Dr. King's New Discoverywill give
you immediate relief. We know of bun
dreds of cases, it has completely cured,
and that where all other medicines had
failed. No other remedy can show one
half as many permanent cures. Now to
give you satisfactory proof that Dr. King's
New Discovery will cure you of Asthma,
Bronchitis,Hay Fever, Consumption,
severe Coughs, and Colds, Hoarseness, or
any Throat or Lung disease, if you will
call at Heber Walsh’s Drug Store, Holland. Michigan, you can get a trial bottle
for ten cents, or a regular size bottle for

129 East 28th St., New York City, will
send by mail a large pamphlet entitled
Evidences of Dr. Foote’s Success as a
writer and practitioner of medicine,and a
catalogueof all their publications— rending enough for several weeks— if you will
hut enclose one letter stamp to their ad-

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
his services usa Physician, Surgeon and Ac*
coucbeur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particularattention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
48-2w
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, iu the
City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
We have an extraordinary large lot of
where he can be consulted during the
Clothes Pius, which we will sell by the
day.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
dozen or by the box, very cheap at
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
E. J. HARRINGTON.

dress.
- -

-

-

Shoe store.
Drug* sal Miliola**.

He

mao. He commenced his

real living glazier, just

One

knew a family in which
bouncing girls without a
against the precipitous cliffs and caverned
break. Being very poor, the father had
rocks, these birds may be seen in swarms

of the finest preparationsfor the

—

Insure

—

--

-

-«•«»

The

writer once

there were six

taken tbe eldest to assist him in out-of-

darting hither nod thither. Their nests are
fixed to the cliffs or just inside the caverns.

What

sort of a thing, then,

is

the eatable

bird’s nest that the wealthy Chinese are so

fond of!

It is that portion of

which serves

the fabric

as a sort of bracket, on

which

the real nest (made of grass, seaweed fibres,

door

work. To

this she seemed to take

naturally, and eventuallybecame an adept
In

mowing, reaping,

tree-felling,and even

snow-shoeing— one of the most difficult
things to acquire
fully

command of. Although

equal to the boys of her age in doing

only one thing
showed a decided superiorient, somewhat like isinglass. It was formty, and that was in stonetbrowing. The
ally supposed that this gelatine-like subprecision and velocity with which she
stance was preparedby the bird from seacould hurl one of those missileswas to
weed and other marine plants. This, howme, who was a year or two her junior, a
ever, is a mistake. Dr. Bernstein lias
small leaves, etc.) is built. It ts transpar-

the above work, there was

in which she

source of never ending wonder and admir-

found that the glands under the tongue of
the bird are of a great size.

the

NOTICE.

L.

Hotel.

tariff questions.

on

supplied at the time the war closed, would

©

The Murray Hill PublishingCompany,

barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
XX shampoonlng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

reputation as a writer

...............

$1.00.

Barber*.

T'vE GROOT,

and

some

return of discharged soldiers into the

Facts that we

I. 0. of o. F.
HoLLANDCItyLodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder
Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and of
Follow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
XX Notary Public; River street.

W. H. Attorneyand Councelorat Law,
corner of River and r.lghthstreets.

has

mw @
.............

bushel ........
bu»hel

9

V

Attorney*.

X

beeu for twenty five

langane swallow. It flies with wonderful
08LIN 4 BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, cents to try. Three doses will relieve the
speed and precision, and on the Javan
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar- worst case. Positivelysold by all Drugket and Eighth Street.
gists on the Western Continent.
coast, where the surge breaks wildly

gusiucss girertorij.

DARKS,

has

general extravagance. He said that the

If

River street.

He

Massachusetts,

..

A

Wheat. white

360.

1

Varieties.

\fC BRIDE, P. 11., Attorney and Counselor nt
ifX Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11

a» follows.

of

Hewitt labor committee

Sells Tickets to principal points In the United
Physicianand Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite Sta'es and Canada. Through hills ol Lading Issued
and rates given for fielght to all points east and
public square.
west. Informationas to routes aud connections one result of the panic had been that withI EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and burgeon; for travellers,and rates of freight for shippers, in the last five years there had been greater
JU office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi. cheerfully furnished at the
advancementsin inventions, and a more
4 M. L. 8. R. R. crossing.

X

Effect, Sunday, JJec. 8, 1878.

Atkinson,

years a manutacturerof cotton goods and

by

H. C.

FhrilcUu*

t

Taken

35
40
1 25

F EDKBOER, B.

1.50

f 5.10 '*

*

8th street.

a.

5.25 a. in.
3.35 p. in.

.55 “

| 9.25

New Buffalo
Chicago.

a.

.

YY

Store,

m.
5.15 “
3.30 p. m.

2 00

Muskegon,Penlwaier
& Big Rapids.*10.25

L

Holland,

Grand Rapids.

.

82
Agricultural Implements; commission agent Corn, shelled V
28
for Mowing Machines' cor. lOlbdc River street.
Oats,# bushel .....................
27
Buckwheat. ^ bushel
40
OAUELS,
PUTTEN «fc CO., Proprietors Bran, ^ ton ........................ (& 14 00
of Mutjger Millt; Steam Saw and Flour Feed. ^ ton .........................18 00
100 tb ..................... 125
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

LI

ward

*•

flTTLMS,

blonds.

•

Grain, Feed, Eto.

ITEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of

V

iliiit

A deep

2 50 he thought the adequacy of wages at the
green ................. 2 00 present" time was greater for purchasing
beach, ary ......................
2 00
*' green ..................... 1 75 than it had been at any time before in his
Hemlock Bark ......................@4 00
memory, but the adequacy of work for all
Sturci, pork, white oak .............. <&10 00
Staves, Tierce,
12 00 wanting it had not yet been compassed.
Heading bolts, softwood ...........
@ 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood .................... 2 7.’) He considered the hard times due to the
Stave bolts, softwood ........................ 2 25
war, to inflation,to a tariff levied without
Stave bolts,hardwood ....................
3 00
Railroad ties, ................................
10 regard to reasonable adjustment,and to
Shingles,
m ...........................» 2 00

Manufactories,Milli, Chops, Etc.

An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ sig- IfERBEEK, II. W..Jt CO., Proprietors of the
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Phoenix Planing Mill. All Kinds of buildAll advertisingbills collectable quarterly. ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

4

<&

................

lb

NO.

Deep Boxing.

lias

w

...... ®

ft

Ed

11

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
|

.

1 T.

3 M.

Square ...............

1

Market

WHOLE

II,

testified before the
in
16

...... ®

UUTKAU & VAN ZoEREN, New Meat MarJD ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All

ten lines, nonpareil,) 75 cents
for lirst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

30
,

.

Meat

.... ... ..u,

?he True Conditionin a Nutshell

..... ®

Wool,
JOD I'RINTINOPHOMPTLT AND NEATLT DONE.

;

Pesth, and lias reached a depth of nearly

bushel ............ .....
bushel ........ ......
tb .................

&

iJ

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

.;x— _

Mr. Ed*ard Atkinson’s Views.

Butter, V
Clover seed, lb ............
Eggs, ft dozen .............
OFFICE : VAN LANDKGEND’S BLOCK.
Wigonmafcsri a&l BUctmlthi.
Honey, ft lb ..................
liar, ft ton ...............
.....
0. J.
Editor and Publisher. I'vIJKEMAJ.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Unions, ft bushel ...........
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Potatoes, ft bushel ..........
TISKS 07 80BBOMPTIOK^W.OO perjearia adranci. ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River. Timothy Seed, ft bushel .....

EUHHIIY,

.

Produce, Etc-

class

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

.
.....

•

(Our ^tarkets.

IlOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
iJ and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst-

A WSEKLY”NBW3PAPEfi,

— ,
.
1879.

.

SATURDAY, JANUARY

MICH.,

Llverr »afi Gale Cutler

Shi; ftollaud (fiiitjj

......

bill

they

are seen

On

opening

as two large swell-

ings, one on either side, and these chiefly

supply the material for

making the

ation. As a proof

home

of her skill, she

brought

three patridges (ruffled grouse) killed

in one day with stones.— [J>ffcr to the F*'rginia City {Net.) Enterprise.
-

--

The order of the Princess Louise as to
gum-like substance, which cau be drawn low-neckeddresses is tbe subject of a letout of the mouth in long threads, and in ter to the Manchester Examiner by Prof.
the air it soon dries and is found to be the Ooldwin Smith. “Comment on this edict.
same, even when viewed through the mi- he says, “is needless if your readers Know
croscope, as the bracket material. Such anything about Canadian society, the Canis the demand for this dainty and so high adian climate, Canadian incomes, and
is its market value that hundreds of men Canadian equipages. Some one proposed
spend their lives in the perilous work of that in the case of ladies desiring a disbrackets. The bird secrets in them a soft

collecting these so-called nests from the pensation from wearing low-necked dresses
frightfulcliffs,precipices and caverns; and

your homes in the Watertown the Chinese spend about a

million and a

the certificate of a clergyman should be re-

ceived as well as that of a medical man.”

Hair we ever got acquaintedwith is “Lee’s Fire Ins. Co.
half of dollars annually in the purchase of He calls the advent of Lome in Canada,
L. T. KANTERS AgU
T'VOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and MediHair
Rcnewer.”
It
is Hie heal article to
this dainty, which when rendered into “ihe introduction of the worship of MumJL/ tines, Paints and Oils, Brushes,4c. Physician’sprescriptions carofully put up: Eighth st. restore the color and prevent Hie falling
See the AgL of the “Watertowus” befoie soup or jelly, they regard as the most de- bo-Jumbo into the New World,” and asks:
licious of food.— SoZem {Oregon) West Shore. "Will the manly and sensible portion of
VI'SENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- out, and cun he hud at Schouten & Wert* you insure

atA Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumeries. River street.

L. T.

veer’s drug store. Price only 50 cents.
36-6 in

KANTERS

Agt.

the English people abet this attempt to
are only eight States in (be corrupt and degrade a young civilization?
Union where the postal service pays its It is a still more serious queatioufor them

There

yAN

PUTTEN, W*t., Dealer In Drugs, MedlY irc*n®8'
etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dsn Bbhu's Family Medicines ; Eighth Bt.

Bucklin’ s Arnica Salve.
Now that we are having changeable The best Salve in the world for Cuts, way, and half of them are in New Eng- whether they will encourage the policy of
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
WALSH UEBER, Druggist 4 Pharmacist; a weather, and almost everybody baa a “bad Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and land-New Hampshire, Massachusetts, intensifyingthe political antagonism befull stock of goods appertaining to the buscold” you will do well to remember the all kinds of Ski mErupt ions. This salve Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, tween Canada and the American republic,
virtue of Macalister’s Cough Mixture,the is guaranteed tu give perfect satisfaction New Jersey, Pennsylvaniaand Michigan, and thereby sow tbe seed at once of future
Turaltur*.
best in the market for coughs, colds, asth- in every case or money relunded. Price — the net surplus of revenue from these disturbance on this continent, and of fu‘YI’EYER. il. 4 CO., Dealers in all kinds of For- ma, spitting of blood, influenza,whoop- 25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber states being over $2,580,000.If the reture enmity between the people of the
if I nitnre. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Walsh Holland Michigan.
maining states did as wefl, the department
Pictore Frames, etc. : River street.
ing cough, and ail (iiseascsof the throat
United States and themselves.”
would
have
a mrplus of over $10,000,000
and
lungs.
Prepared
by
John
P.
Lee,
The finest 5 cent cigar In the city, and
Omni Dealer*.
Alex. H. Stephens is sufferingfrom an
cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago, an elegant 10 cent cigar at the Cheap to turn into the treasury annually, instead
yAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry and is for sale at Schouten & West veer’s
of lacking about 5,000,000 of being self- attack of neuralgia in the bowels, and is

j

T

Goods, Groceries, Crockery.Hats and Caps,
Flonr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

Cash Store of

drugstore.Price

50

cts.

aud

$1. 36-0m

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

sustaining.

again threatening to die.

THE

United States Supervisorsand Deputy Marshals
his wagon and expired in the street Near nounoes the death of Henry Vincent, the wellBLAINE INVESTIGATION.
at the late elections iu the Second Congressional
Crawfordsville,
Ind., two children were frozen known platform speaker.
districtin that State.
to death in bod, the dnmkon father having reconspiracy against the life of Responsesof Senators Blaine and Thurman
2. An affidavit of Owen J. Sommers, of
moved the bod-covering from the littleones
THE EAST.
to
the
Call
of
the
Committee
for
Evidence.
Duvall county, Fla., relating to the same suband appropriated it to himself. Mrs. Prince Milan, of Servia, has been discovered,
BLAINE.
ject
The Bryant memorial exerciaes at Man* Kerwin. aged 81, was frozen to and several arrests have been made ... .A sud3. Statements of F. C. Randolph, of Montdeath
Bloomington, HI den thaw has caused numerous destructive Mr. H. M. Teller, United States Senate, Chairman
the Academy of Music, New York, on the 30th The harbors of New York and Philadelgomery, Ala., showing misconductof United
floods in England and Scotland.
Senate Committee,etc.
tilt, were of a very imposingand impressive phia wor^ so blocked with ice as to impede
States Deputy Marshals at the late election iu
The business failures in Great Britain Dear Sib: I have this morning receivedyour that State.
character. George William Curtis was the navigationand delay the arrival and departure
favor inclosing the followingresolution adopted
I am assured that these three gentlemen are
orator of the occasion,and President Hayes, of tlio European steamers.At Battleford, the during 1878 were 15,059, of which 2,643 were in
citizens of high standing and respectability,
Secretary Evarts,Gen. Sherman, Gov. Tilaen, capitalof Northwest(British) Territory,the financialand wholesaleand manufacturing by your committee:
and I beg leave to commend their statementsto
Peter Cooper, Gen. Hancock and a large num- thermometermarked 00 degrees below zero, branches of trade. The increase is 4.087 failItenolrril, That the Hon. James G. Blaine, the
mover of the resolution,be requestedto specify in earnest considerationof your committee.
ber of other distinguishedpersons were among and at Bismarck, Dakota Territory, it was 35 ures for the last year over the preceding year.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient
below. At Cairo, III, the Mississippi river was
writingthe particular class of frauds, outrages,
ihe spectators.
. .The burstingof a 38-ton gun on board the
and violence committed in the recent elections servant,
A. Q, Thurman.
frozen over so firmly that heavy teams crossed
British
war-ship
Thunderer
created
terrible
John H. Caldwell, of South Bay- and recrossed, a thing never before known there.
which the committee Is expected to investigate,and
havoc. The turret in which the monster can- to furnish such informationand evidenceas may
Postage Stamps.
field, Mass., while kneeling in family prayer, At New Orleans the weather was the coldest exnon was rigged was completelydemolished,and
in his possession, and the names of witnesses he
was instantly killed by his insane wife, who perienced in fifty-five years; sidewalks wore seven men were killed outright and forty be
The
Washington
correspondent of
may wish to be examined.
cleaved his head in twain with an ax.
covered with ice, the streetsfrozen hard, and
wounded.
It cannot, of course,bo tlie purpose of your the Cincinnati Commercial has been
one man froze to death. Atlanta, Ga., reports
During the year 1878, 917 failures it
Twenty-four French Communists in honorable committee to limit the investigation to collating some statisticsfrom the Postthe coldest weather since 1835; mercury 5
were reported in Now York city, with liabilities degrees above zero: many trees popped open New Caledonia have been pardoned because of any particularclass of frauds, outrages, and office Department that have a bearing
violence committed in tlie recent elections that
amounting to •6S195&403 and assets valued at from the intense cold, and there was much sufservices against the insurgents. . .Ex-President may bo “specified” by me. The resolutionis upon the material and intellectual
18,005,631. This exceeds the record of any fering in the country regions. Jacksonville,
the action of the Senate, speaking almost unan- growth of the country. The entire
Fla., reports that everything thereabout was Grant was in Dublin last week, and was preormer year.
imously, and it is not for me to say what your number of stamps issued since June 30,
covered with a thin coat of ice-something un- sented with the freedom of the city.
committee is “ expected” to investigatebeyond
Caleb Cushing died at his residence precedented— and it is feared the orange groves
The Senatorial electionsin France what is expressedin the resolution Itself in very 1847, amounts to 9,719,308,527, “enough,”
in Newburyport, Mass., on the 2d of January, have been greatly damaged.
have resulted in a great Bepublican triumph. explicit terms. It would be gross assumption the calculator informs us, “ to reach six
after an illness of brief duration. He was 78
in mo to “specify” whore the Senate itself has times around the earth if placed end to
POLITICAL.
Of tlie Conservative Senatorswhose terms exyears old.
directed.
end.” Their aggregatevalue reaches
pired, only thirteen have been re-elected.All
But, anxious to indicate any details that may
Gardner Tinoley, of Attleboro, It is reported from Washington that the retiring Bepublican Senators have l>een re- expedite
$280,327,363.09. At the opening of the
the
lalxirs
of
the
committee,
I
will
call
Tilden has personallyintimated to Congressman elected. The general result shows tlie election
Mass., while insane, murdered his wife by cutyour
attention specially to the tissue-ballot war they had reached 216,870,660, and
Potter that ho desires to appear before the Pot- of fifteen Conservativesand sixty-fonrBepublifrauds iu South Carolina: to the laws of that represented a face value of $5,920,939.
ting her throat, and then ended his own life by
ter committee and tell what ho knows alioiit cans. The Bepublicanmajority in the Senate State, which made free voting impossiblein certhe same means.
There was a slight falling off in 1861,
The Cornish Bank, at
the cipher dispatches ____ Senator Voorheos has will be about fifty-seven.
counties;to the practice in that State of
Morton McMichael, proprietor of gone to IndianapoiiHto look after his ro-elec- Truro, in Cornwall, England, has failed. It bad tain
breaking up all meetings held to oppose the but that was promptly recovered, and
several branches, and the deposits amounted to
the Philadelphia North America)), and ex- tion.
Democraticparty unices Democratic speakers since then the issue of stamps has in$25,000,000.The failure will cause mnch diswere allowed to take part iu the discussions, and creased on the average about 100,000 a
Mayor of that city, is dead. He was 72 years
Clarkson N. Potter and Jacob D. tress in West Cornwall. .. .Juan Moneasi,
“
old.
tn
Mttuudna
n
the
Cox, a sub-committee of the Potter Investigat- attempted,in October last, to assassinatethe to.al1 methods by which in Sumpter and day or more than 30,000,000yearly. In
other countiesa full and free election was pi-eTHE
(;ominjttee, arrivedat Now Orleans on the Spanish King, was executed the other day, in vented.
the fiscal year ending last summer the
the presence of an immense crowd
. .Tlie city
hi Louisiana I invite your attentionto tlie number of stumps amounted to 744,Several criminal prosmitionHhave :50th ult., for the purpose of prosecutingthe in- of Cork, Ireland, flatly refused, by a unanibeen begun by depositors againstC. F. Adae A J quiry that was cut short by Yellow Jack hist mous vote of the Town Council, to give Gen. murders in Tensas parUh on election dav, and 071,518, and their value aggregated
to the frauds committed m the same; to the AonfmoAn'-i
Co. , the collapsed Cincinnati
summer. No other members could bo pre- Grant a public reception.
frauds and outrages upon the ballot in the city
^’b3. During the fifteen years in
1 vailed upon to go. It was agreed that Potter s
The Berger Concert Troupe, supple- vote should bo counted as two in order to avoid
continued cold weather lias of New Orleans,and, even while I write, to the ; which stamped envelopes have been ismented by the inimitable Sol Smith Bussell, are a tie on party questions.
greatly aggravatedthe prevailing suffering alleged assassinations of two witnesses while on 1 sued, the Government has sold to the
way to the United States Court to testify public 1,839,601,625,of which 570, 239, 3(H)
at Haverly’s Chicago Theater this week, and a
The Potter sub-committee began work throughout England. In Manchester,Sheffield, their
againstthose who robbed them of their rights
really enjoyableentertainmentthe combination at New Orleans on tlie 31st ult by examining and other manufacturing centers, thousands of on the day of election. I could make further have been “ request ” envelopes. The
affords. Of Bussell’scharacter sketches the
number issued in 1853 was 5,000,000 ;
Oscar Arrayo, Secretaryof State, who produced suffering poor are being fed by the public specifications in these two States and in other
public will never tiro, and the audiences seem
relief committees ____ Strikes are the order of Southern States, but I have not time. I am issued last year, 183,560,350. Postalthe
records
of
his
oflice
relating
to
the
election
never to get enough of them, while the concert
the day in the British manufacturing towns
just leaving for New England, and am comcards were first issued in May, 1873, the
of 1876. P. G. Deslonde, Secretaryof State un
troupe is of a high order of merit
The people of Londonderry,Ireland, publicly pelled to postpone furtherdetails until after my
der Kellogg, testifiedto affixing his signatureto honored ox-PresideutGrant by tendering him return.
design now in use having been adopted
Chicago elevators contain 5,556,662 the first set of Bepublican electoral certificates,
Among the witnesses I would name are James in 1875. The total number issued is
the freedom of the city ____ A terrible plague is
bushels of wheat, 1,H45,988bushels of coni, but had no recollectionof signing any second sot raging in Astrachan....A dispatch from tlie B. Campliell,E. W. M. Mackev, and C. G. MimJudge Billings and two other witnesseswere City of Mexico says that ex -Gov. Bravo, who minyer, of South Carolina; Gov. Nicholls; his 751,249,500,of which nearly one-third
427,933 bushels of oats, 220,684 bushels of rye,
(200,680,000) were used last year.
examined, but nothing of an important
and 1,166,702 bushels of barley, making a grand characterwas elicited.A bundle of documents headed a rising in Colima and Michoacan, has agent, CoL Zachary; ex-ChiefJustice Ludcling,
Stamps
of special design have been isbeen killed, with fourteen of his followers.
of Louisiana; the Hon. Beulien Davis, of Mistotal of 9,324,029 bushels against 9 060,1177lpft in a 8tore by MrH. Agues Jenka, and adsissippi; J. Cole Davis, of Helena, Ark.; and sued for the use of each department in
bushels at this period last year.... Thomas i dregged to her, was produced before the com the editor of the Avalanche, a Democratic paper prepaying official mail matter. Such
Crowley, a 8an Francisco shoemaker, shot and mittpe Among the documents was one purTHE
BILL.
published in Memphis, Tenm But I beg espef&tally wounded his wife, and then cut his own
to ^ the allt.g6(ioriginal “Sherman
stamps were issued and still return in
cially to refer you to a large mass of valuable
throat with a shoe-knife, causing instant death. | jetter chairmanPotter made a statement to
informationin the office of the Attorney Gen- use, covering forty-nine varieties, the
A REPORTER for the Chicago Journal the press to the effect that these documents had | ^ious Objections to It-I'robabUity of Its eral of the United States, already called for by
largest denomination, $20, being used
,
the Senate, and soon, I presume, to be laid beinterviewedHon. E. E W-hbume, .ndlcmed
by tho State Department.Under the
ne ueciaren ^ Washingtoncorrespondentstates fore vonr committee.This is official in its
from his own lips that he has not been offered M1Rt the so-calledcopy of the Sherman letter
act of June 23, 1872, stamps of special
the Berlin mission,and, further, tliat he could 1 was a forgery.
! derign
provided for tho prepaynot accept it in case it should be tenderedto
.
i fi,er examination of witnesses to authenticate ment of postage on newspapers and peAt
the second day's session of the
him.
many provisions which meet with gen- ! an(] confirm
riodicals The issue was becun on the
Potter Committee, in New Orleans, Mr. John
eral approval. Its enlargement of mill- In offering the resolutionin the Senate I
811
On the 29th of January two murderRay, connsei for Secretary Shenuan. filed a tary power at the cost of civil authority ! not assume the part of Public Prosecutor,but 11th of December previous and still
ers are to be hanged at Indianapolis,and on communication setting forth that ho had no incontinues.The denominationsare
however.
the 14th of February two more will expiate tention of offering further evidence on tjie is exciting wide mticism, Mid the issues
from 2 cents to $60. If the sales of
made by Gen. Sherman with Secretaries is one which I cannot disregard,and on the retheir crimes on the gallowsat 8t Louis. . .One subject of intimidation in the elections of 1876.
stamps
increase in the future as in the
thousand and nineteen buildings, having a Chairman Potter then announced that, Rawlins and Belknap are recalled to the assembling of CongressI shall from time to
street frontageof 31,118 feet, were erected in inasmuch as several witnesses wanted by
time lay such facts l>efore you and make such past, within ten years it will reach $40,prejudice of the new measure. The
Chicago last year, at an aggregate cost of $7,- tlie committee were in Washington, the comsuggestions as may seem to constitutea full 000,000 annually.
mittee would adjourn to that city. In the abridgmentof the power of the Presi- ami fair compliance with all the requirements
Mr. John Bay. representing Mr. dent in the assignment of staff officers, of yonr resolution.
Centenarians Who Have Died In 1878.
At Carbon, Wy. Ter., a party of meantime
Sherman, and another gentleman to bo selected making liim dependent upon the favor
with great respect, your obedient servant,
James Ash, Mount Vernon, O., 100
masked men broke open a baggage ear and took by the Chairman, would remain in Njw OrJ. G. Blaine.
years
8 months ; Lomer Griffin, Lodi,
of
the
General
of
the
Army,
meets
with
out and hung to a telegraphpolo “ Dutch Char- leans and take whatever testimony might lie
O.,
106;
Phoebe Coleman, Chicago, 119;
disfavor,
and
is
likely
to
be
stricken
offered
in
rebuttal
of
the
evidence
already
taken
THURMAN.
lie,” who was en route to Rawlins for trial,
from the bill. The probabilities are tlrnt The Hon. H. M. Teller.Chairman of the SelectCom Polly Sherman, Marshfield, Mass., 102;
charged with murder. He was a notorious char - by the committee.
mittce of luvesttjratton.
acter, and had been identified with a number of
Angela Podesta-Oneta, Cincinnati,
Alonzo Garcelon, Democrat, has both the Senate and the House, particuDear 8ir : I have tho honor to acknowledge
stage robberies.... Jnstiee Hunt, of the United
larly the latter, will be slow to enlarge the receipt of your^of the 21st ult., inclosing 109; Margaret Birmingham, Now Y'ork,
been
elected
Governor
of
Maine,
receiving
21
States Supreme Court, is sonously ill from a
stroke of paralysis ____ Tlie wretches who so votes to 10 for Joseph L Smith. Every Bepub- the power of the chief military com- a copy of the resolutionadopted by your com- 100; Dell Noblett, Wilmington, Del.,
•cruelly burned Mitchell and Ketchum to death lican Senator voted for Garcelon.
mander in time of peace by limiting the mittee requestingme to furnish iu writing such 100; Mrs. Mary Merneane, Washington,
facts and such evidence as may bo in my posin Dawson county,Neb., are under arrest ____
The Washington National Republi- powers of the President,who is the con- session touching the matter involved In the D. C., 106; John McCoy, Boston, 109;
The extensiveestablishment of the St. Louis
stitutional Commander-in-Chief.
amendment made on my motion to tho reso- Larkin Turner, Georgia, 110; Ella
Beef Canning Company, at St Louis, Mo., has can comes out for John Sherman for President.
lution under which the committee is acting.Of Kennedy, Chicago, 106; Patience
“The
origin
of
the
sections
of
the
bill
been destroyedby fire.* Loss, $125,000.
WASHINGTON.
which confer enlarged authority upon course tho committeedoes not suppose that j ]}auks Jackson Mich, 105; Peter
THE SOUTH.
the matters embraced in that amendment
,
-pi ’ino. AGnbool
It is announced from Washington Gen.• —
Sherman
dates back
to
his issue are within my personal knowledge, or that i Hammond, Geneseo. IU., ^ 10- . Michael
----------William
Congressional Yellow Fever that the Presidenthas offered tho vacant Berlin with Secretary Rawlins in March, 1869. ! 0f any one man. They relate to erections Connors, Cincinnati,
York, 102; Lancaster
Commission met at New Orleans on the 30th mission to E. B. Washburno, of Blinois,and Gen. Schofield was then acting Secre- 1 in every part of the republic and the Nevan,
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New

ult, and proceededwith their investigation.
Dra. Hollidayand Holcomb, two leading physicians of that city, were examined. Both agreed
that the fever originates in New Orleans every
year from a germ which was originally imported there, ami has become a part of the climate;
that the epidemic was undoubtedly incurred by
neglect in removing garbage, and by fillingup
•streets with the offal and garbage of the city.

Charleston, S.
* disastrous

tM7

upon John B. Henderson, ox-Senatorfrom Missouri
. .The President, accompanied by a party
of friends, visited New York, last week, and attended the Bryant memorial exorcises.

order before Gen. Kawhns was qualified, I resolutionsDec. 11, the Senator from Maine
transferringthe heads of the staff bu- distinctly stated that tho resolutionwas based
reaus from the civil to the military con- on accounts given in the press which has

.

.

It is announced from Washington trol. Gen. Sherman followed the
that the sub-committee which visitedthe Indian

Territoryto considerthe advisabilityof opening

has suffered from that Territory to settlement and to raijroads
fire. The property desttoyedcon- will decide when the report is made in FebruC.,

ary to favor the opening of tho Indian Territory
to settlement, and to make it a Territoryof the
United States. . .The Secretaryof tho Treasury
of Nicholasville, has issued the seventy-sixthcall for the redemption of 5-20 bonds of 1865, consols of
Ky., attempted to light a fire from a coal-oil
1867. The call is for f 0,000, 000-$f>, 000, 000 of
lamp. The lamp exploded, fatally burning coupon and $4,000,11)0 of repistored bonds— the
Longly and one ohild, and seriouslyinjuring principaland interest to be paid on and after

sisted of a cotton warehouse and 10,121 bales of
cotton. Total loss, $573,000.

.

Charles Lonoly,

1

another child. The house caught
entirely destroyed.

fire

and was

.

the 1st of April, 1879.

The national debt was

GENERAL.
The

which is herewith appended

perils of Arctic explorationfind

.

,...

i

above the northern entranceof

the

:

per cent, bonds ...................
$ 057.840.200
Five per cent, bonds .................. 703,200.050
Four and a half per cent, bonds ...... 250,000,000
Six

. j

Polar expedition, winch is reported blocked fast
in the ice

increased

$1,233,785, according io the officialstatement,

a fresh illustrationin the fate of the Swedish

„

of War, «nd he issued the

Sherman

Hodges, Maine, 106.

that If he declines the honor it will be conferred

!

1

order with a general order from the and I have no doubt tho memljcrs of the comheadquarters of the army, transferring mittee read the newspapersquite as diligently
as I do. It is probable they know where to look
the heads of the staff bureau from the
for tho sources of informationas fully
control of the Secretary of War to hit as I do, and they are charged with
staff. Gen. Rawlins at once protested
against the subordination of his office
part of it upon my shoulders.Nevertheless,
as
to the General of the Army, and on the
the amendment was offered in perfect good
27th of March, with the approval of the faith, and, with a Ann belief that the matters it
President,he rescinded the Schofield embraces require investigationquite as much
and Sherman orders and restored the as tlm matters containedin the originalresolution, it will bo proper for me, especially since
military and civil authoritiesto their your committeehas requested it, to furnish
old relations. The fact that the new such informationtouching tho subject as may,
Army bill proposes to give the General from time to time, come under my olwervation.
I therefore send herewith installment No 1,
of the Array the authority by law that
consisting of
Gen. Sherman attempted to exercise 1. An editorial article cut from this moruunder both Rawlins and Belknap, and ! ing’s Washington Rout.
even to give him greater power over
2. A copy of a petition of sixty-oddcitizensof
field

the

Four per cent, bonds .................
198,700.000 civil Butnority of

1

Scho-

,

the War Department

The McGarrnhan Claim.
Senator Garland, of Arkansas, has prepared a bill by which it is hoped the
famous McGarrahan case will be finally
dismissed from Congress, where, without positive action, it seems destined to
live forever. Senator Garland proposes
to send the case to the Court of Claims,

Court. His bill is in the interest of the
United States, and provides that the
Court of Claims shall also take into considerationthe rights of the Government in tho case, since it is held by some
excellentlawyers that neither McGarrahan nor the New Idria Company have
valid claims to the land in controversy.

THE

MARKETS.

NEW YORK.
Beeves ...........................
$7 (X) (£ 9 75
Hooh .........

8

.

30 @

3 50

9*6<§

narrows of Behring’sstrait, on tho Asiatic side.
Total coin bonds .................$1,809,812,850 than lie then claimed, is operating , J()hn L Davenport and other Federal officialsat
If the report is true, it is extremely probable
Lawful- money debt ...................
14.000.000 greatly to the prejudice of the measure, the lato election in New York citv and I am anthat the members of the expedition will never
Matured debt .........
22.440.400
and will doubtless lead to its severe re- ! thorizedby the Hon. Fernando Wood who preagain be seen alive.
seutod the petition, to say that its statements
Recent deaths: Charles T. Slier- Leffal tenders .........................
$
vision by
,
are proved by sundry affidavitsin bis hands,
i tt •» i m
r,. . • . t
: Certificates of deposit ................ 81,515.000
“ Those who have sacred regard lor aU(i that be will, if required,furnishthe names
man, formerly United States District Judge at : Fractional currency ..................16.10H.154
Cleveland,and a brother to the General of the i Uoin and silver certificates ............ 24.076,830 the civil powers of the Government also ( of the affiants,and other witnessesto tho same

Cotton ..........................

protest against the extraordinary power facta3. A copy of an opinion of Judge Feedman
it confers upon courts-martial
to enforce
touching tho rights of certain naturalizedcitiTotal debt ............................
$2,207,702,345 the attendance of witnesses both in civil
zens of Now York, which rights were grossly
publican party of that State.
Total Interest ........................
34. HI ,793
and military law by military officers. violated by the said Davenport, as set forth in
taking effect, on the 2d of Cash In trcaanry -coin ...............$ 221,805,477 The transfer of all the powers of a civil said petition.
4. 1 respectfully refer you 1to that portionof
Ca4» in treasury— currency ...........4,515,550 court to a court-martial,
to enforce proJanuary, of the Resumption law caused no exCurrencyheld for redemptionof fracthe speech of Senator Wallace, one of your
citement in tho financial centers of the country.
tional currency .....................
10,000,000 cesses, and attach and punish for con- number, deliveredin the Benato,Dec. 8, 1878,
tempt by military rules, is a startling which relates to the last electionin Pennsylva.At the United States treasury, iu Washington, Special deposits held for redemption
of certificate* of deposit ............ 84,515,000
no eold was paid out, even for interest on
innovation en the civil government in nia. (See Cont/rcMional Record, Dec. 18, p.
28). I also beg leave to refer you to the pubbonds, as SecretarySherman had given orders
Total in treasury .................
$ 278, 8%, (127 time of profound peace.
lished letter of the Hon. William D. Kelley, of
to pay out gold in Now York only. Persons
“A spicy discussionmay be anticipated Pennsylvania,showing tho means employedby
who asked for gold wore given com drafts on
Debt Iohh cash in treasury,Nov. 1 .$2,028,618,111
the Assistant Treasurer in New York. This fact Increase during December ........... 1,288.785 on the bill in both branches, and it is the Federal officials and others to defeat
created some comment of an unfavorablecharac- Decrease since Juno 31), 1878 .......... 7.138.729 now expected that Senator Edmunds his nomination and election.You have,
The $1,809,812,860debt boarlUR intercut in coin
no doubt, soon tho letter in the newsiter. Treasurer Hillhouse, at New York, was prewill declare some features of the bill papers. If not, I will have a copy prepared
pared to meet tlie probable rush for gold; nut includes $21 200.000 5-20 called bonds are not yet
•contrary to general expectation,tho demand matured, against which a like amount of 4 per limiting the powers of the President to for you.
cent, bonds have been issued, and are embraced in
5. An editorial article from tho Argu* and
was light, while in many instances greenbacks this aUtement and the amount includedin the be unconstitutional. It is generally exarere
. •’
coin balance:
pected that the bill will pass after it Patriot, a newspaper of Montpelier, Vt,
touching the election at Bennington, in that
issued to the Pacific Railroad
The Manitoba blizzard that sw’ept Bonds
shall have been materiallyamended.”
State.
Companies,interestpayable in lawover the country on the 2d and 3d of January
ful money: Principal outstanding.. $ 64,623.512
6. A copy of tho President’sCivil-Service orSlhbee’H
Joke.
der of Juno 23, 1877, and, as showing what atwill bo long remembered as one of the severest Interestaccrued and not yet paid ..... 1,938.705
Intereatpaid by the United States ..... 89,885,039
visitationsof tho kind in weather annals. It
A Yale Senior slipped on the ice and tention has been paid to it, also what moans
Interest repaid by transportation of
wore resorted to by tho Republican Conpenetratedto every quarter of the land— East,
malls, etc ..........................
10,571,102 fell while President Woolsey was passgressionalCommittee of 1878. 1 includea cirWest, North and South. In the region of Buf- Balance of interestpaid by the United
ing him on the walk. The President cular of that committee, signed by George C.
falo the cold wave was accompaniedby a
States ............................... 29,283,937
blinding snow-storm, blocking railroadsand
gave him his hand and said, “How came Gorham, its Secretary. This circular, it is said,
placing a complete embargo upon business of
The recent letter of the Secretary of you to fall, Silsbeo?” “Not — with—; was sent to nearly every person in the civil service of tho Government and to public conall kinds. Numbers of unfortunatepeople are
tho Interior, callingupon Gon. Sheridan for standing!” exclaimed the amusing
tractors and others having relations with the
reported frozen to death in different sections of
specific facte in support of his charges against youth, struggling to his feet. The Pres- Government.
tlie country.Altogether it was a “spell of
the efficiency of tho Indian service, has elicited ident’s face lighted up with a grave
I am, very respectfully,your obedient serweather” tliat will not soon be forgotten.
reply in the form of a report from Gon.
A G. Thurman.
smile,
which
broke
out
into
a
broad
Burned: The Honore building, in aSheridan
to Gen. Sherman, in which he speciChicago, in which was located the city post- fies nnmerous instances of bad management in guffaw as he proceeded to the faculty supplementary note from thurman.
meeting. “ Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha !” he laughed
Washington, D. 0. , Jan. 4.
office,the offices of the Chicago and Alton rail- the Indian service.
Washington reports represent Gen. as he walked in. “ Gentlemen, Silsbee I Hon. H. M. Teller,.Chairman Select Committee of
road, and several law offices,loss $75 C00; the

Beeves — Choice Graded Steers ...... 4 75
25
Cows and Heifers ......... 2 09 ($ 2 75
Medium to Fair .......... 3 59 (<$ 4 (9
Hoos ..............................2 00 (<$ 2 95
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex ... 4 75
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 8 75 $ 4 25
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ....... ....... 92
S3
No. 8 Spring ..............69
70
30
Corn-No. 2 .......................
2»
21
Oats— No. 2 .......................
19
45
Rte-No. 2 ........................
48
96
Barley— No. 2 ....................
W>
28
Butter — Choice Creamery ......... 23
29
Baas— Fresh ....................... 18
Pork— Mess....' ......... .........6 00 @ 7 60
Laud .............................. 5)
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Congress. ,

,

Army; Horn Robert W. Mackey, ex-State
Treasurer of Pennsylvania, and 'a man of
•strong influence in the councils of the Re-

The

Total without Interest ............

$

421

,443,t)c5

.
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j

[

i

<

preferred.

vant,

!

Academy of tho Holy Angels, Buffalo, N. Y., Sherman and the War Department officials at said a very witty thing— very. I asked
loss $60,000: the leading hotel and several of loggerheads over the new Army bill Tlie him how he came to fall down, and he
the largest business houses in Columbus, Ga, latter, ’tls said, charge the General of the Army
said nev-er-tho-less! Ha-ha-ha— very
loss $200,000.
with exceeding the bounds of propriety, by
good, gentlemen; very good!”— .New
resorting
to
extraordinary
methods
to
influence
Incidents of the recent cold snap:
York Graphic.
Congress in favor of the measure.
In Chicago a teamster was frozen to death
FOREIGN.
while sitting pn his wagon box, and another
Nebraska had nine murders in a sinsrae so benumbed by the frost that he fell from
A cable dispatch from London an- gle week recently.
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phia Magazine, which volume, he says,
THE NEXT CONGRESS.
was “ charitablynoticed by the PhilaConte toil Seat* In the House of Repre- delphia press.” If the circumstance is
worthy of mention now, it is right that
sentatives.
The New York World figures up the it should be put aa Mr. Taylor gratefully stated it himself.— Philadelphia
next House, os follows :
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then proceeds to describe and pre-
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dict the contest for seats, as follows:
Of the Nationals, Messrs. Gillette and

Weaver, of Iowa, will act with the
Democrats in organizing the House.
Mr. Barlow, of Vermont, is classed as
a Republican, being in reality a bolting

though running as a
National. The Tammany members
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Democracy
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Virginia— In the Ninth district it
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Morristown.Mi. Lowrenco

vl*.:

,

.i,.»

month. Kverygradnategnirtnteedapaflig
slto-

SfSSffiS'LWo'Sffgl.TWKCVF. TE4R8.

trauquilizetl, the invalid,

after a course of the Bitter-, feels that his lifotenure is no longer the precariousthing that it

'."il

ation, AddiweeB. Valentine.Managar, JaaeavUe.WIL

m

Telegrapli

pnaown

c A A MOUTH— AGENTS WANTED-38 BEST
•III sellingertictee In the world; one aarepte
V /r««. Addreee Jay Bronaon,Detroit. Mteh.
PA Y — With Stencll OnttlU. WUiat co«U 4

||

Write lor particular* to

,

i—

MASON

a

K, Providence.

i LITE

TOWN

.............
Newtpa8tTHii
per. Independent in politic*.BrigHt, •plcv and enterpower of judicious medication to strengthen L itnlDic.Each iaaue contains one or moraatorlea.Malted, plo’a familypaper.
the hold on life. Restored digestion, complete noatpald, for 1® oante a year. Rwaldent amenta wanted.
I'ernu and sample copies sent free. Daily TeUgraph,
assimilation, renewed appetite, sound repose,
postpaid, S3 a year. Address TlX.EOKAPHqa,GhlcaKO.
these sre among the benotits conferred upon
the (lohilitatedby that supreme ronovant With
&
^i^,)‘ation e,n:i(>heti. abame invigorated, and

plurality was 4,23(5, Condon only receiving 250 votes in a poll of nearly
21,000 votes, but the notice is said to

CLARK

VOUNG MEN^ni4or*«

lurpriael
name and addrees.irAfrAwilli an.,
on’t
ou. Hand now, before they are all cone. Don
t walt.l
wat

in receipt of

of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters upon a failing
physique affords a strikingillustration of the

sent of S. R. Davis (Rep.) whose

irromilnr

I

GIVEN AWAVl

|5000

K.

Ur. liaraer, or toe

out of employment cun mjko from $i to #15 tv
day. .Some are making if *'>*.
Strike while the Iron is hot. Send
a one-cent stamp for particular*.
• All
*1lftt
Rev, H. T. Buck,
non, Pa.

The

S.

\VH.

Men and women

it.

the seat of Forsythe (Nat.) may be contested by Decius (Dem.). In the Second district,W. H. Condon (Nat.) has
given notice that he will contest the

OPIUM

the best ever offeredfor the

*

Depends in great measure upon ouv regard for
or neglect of the laws of health. If we violate
Florida—
majority for Hull them we cannot expect to "make old bones."
(Dem.) in the Second district being But that the span of existence allotted to a natonly 13, Bisbee (Rep.) may contest the urally delicateconstitution, or one which has
been shaken by disease,may bo materially
seat.
lengthened, is "a fact of which we have daily
Illinois— In the Fifteenth district, proof. The vivifying and restorative influence
of

_ Aimi...!...?-,
iblatwanUfal Revolverto be

—

of Portland,
issues.
Me., has just walked fifty miles in ten
Delaware— There is some talk of con- hours and fifty-two minutes, beating the
testing Mr. Martin’s seat, on the ground record of any other female pedestrianby
that he had been convicted of slave- over an hour.
owning and that his pardon had not
Our Tennre of Life
been properly entered, but nothing

came

Geres Pain In the Back, Bide
or Loine, Nervous Proatra• Inn and Bnuht'* Diieaaeof

« TONUK, HU L—le, Mo.,

&

Dr. Busch’s reminiscences and anec—
V fc money. It la no cheap ciutIron platol,but manufactured of the beat Rnallah ateel,
dotes of Bismarck are very entertaining and finished equal to the hhfheat-prlcedRevolver in the
We have Bold 6,000of them alnce the flnt of
and widely quoted. The Prince has al- market
June, and have hint contractedwith the manufacturer
wavs been a generous liver,, and believes for 10,000more. Our (uarantee accompanlee each Re.
volver. CartrldffMto lit them can be obtained at any
in it. “To work well,” he says, “I must
feed well. I can’t conclude an advantageous peace if they don’t give me printedupon laree, plain type, and can be eaeily read by
old or young, and enould be In everv household.
good things to eat and drink. That be.
longs to my business.We are all big erage~
ass paid.
aid. Addraa Tllli MtlMAKR* Cl
eaters in our family. If there were
many of our eating capacity in the
country, the state could not exist. I
6J00. Uoodi entirelynew. Bsmnleifree writ* at once.
Bo* 9830. WILD EH A €0., Boaton. Maas.
should have to emigrate.”

on national

>E

OP AHIMAL8.
Scratchei,
Banu and Scalds, Sore* and Galls,
Spavin, Cracks,
Sting* n»d Bites,
Bingbonc,
Cut* and BrnUes.
Sprains AStiUhes, Screw Worm, Grub.
ContnctcdHaaelcs Foot Bot, Hoof All,

OF HUMAK FLESH.

Bhcnmatlgm,

Hollow Hom,
Lame nr
Swlnnp, _ _____

SUIT Joints,

Backache,

i

Old Ulcers/

Poll

dangranonaSores,
Neuralgia,Gont,

EvU,

Eruptions,
Frogt Bites,

_____

Hip Disease.

Stiflaess,

'set,

snd all external diaesses. and every hurt or

seddem

For |«neral use la family, stable sod stock yard

It

is

THE BEST

.

OF ALL

;

LmilEEN!

$8

NTEW YORK.

a

iv.

u.

_

is

_

wo.

2

WRITING TO ADVERTlHRBrtj

me say you saw toe advertlsemcar

i

paper.

V

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
Saturday, January

the senatorial elections,which took place

1879.

11,

lately. Only

_ S ATP

GREENBACK

The French republicansachieved even
greater success than had been expected in

fifteen conservatives were

••

_______

while the government party
elected sixty-four. Some vacancies are
yet to be filled, but it is certain now that
chosen,

BESmilOK.

SPECIE
From

how

accounts of

and

Uniou we read

all quarters of the

specie resumption works,

is gratifying to note that so far it is

it

a decided success.

appears from the

It

dispatches that now that people can have

gold for their bills they don’t want
The principal point where gold

New

is

is

Now

is

more than fifty in the senate. This
can

and

control in the government,

the

body

is

so

can

now' count all this

money—

of paper

so extensively advertised before theelection
is

gold— say 300,000,000— in addition to the

volume

say about 050,-

maintained as

to be

phrase— is “knocking

amounting to $1,000,000,000;estimating Union.” A
our populationat 50,000,000 it gives us

amount which Mr. Com-

we

money

is

owing to

in the
far

It

to

justifythe

stimulate enterprise, and give
is

we

because

work

Prices.

will be the equal to any state

it

Union. The

northwest,with

fertile prairies of the

wonderful wheat-

their

Will take nearly

all kinds of Produce in

Exchange. Railroad ties Wanted.

the

A very

reason we also hail the fudUhly inflation west
with joy, hoping it may improve business,
millions. It

and Wood at Reasonable

Shingles, Lath, Lime, Salt,

in

producing capacity, are drawing to the
enormous extent of our country not alone, country along the line of the Northern
but to various other causes, and for that Pacific some of the best farmers in the

I

in

next census will

not unlikely that the

character

many
cannot have too much

for business purposes,

in-

people to demand; and there is a certaintythat

believe with a great

others, that a people

admission was

prove her population sufficient

do business with.
Further

Boots and Shoes, Dry Goods and Groceries,
the best fifty cent Tea in the city, also, a large line of Sugars
and Coffees, a good article of French Colognes.

the doors of the

at

bill for her

troducedin congress a few days ago.

per capita volume of twenty dollars, and
for the

Great Reduction made

And now Dakota— to use the accepted

000 of silver and we have a par currency

stock told us he wanted

-ALSO

permanent policy,

a

or thown off as a ho longer needed cloak.

000,000 add to this something over 50,000

this is just the

OF

is, “the

inflationist,who

Michigan

CHEAP CASH STORE
J. H AIRRIUGrTOIlSr

large that the leaders of that

party will probably feel at liberty to adopt

resumption oper- a more radical policy than might have
been expedient if the strength of parties
ations at the sub treasury continue to bring
were more nearly equal. It will soon
in more gold than is paid out." The most
pleasing feature of it must be to the real be seen whether Gambetta’s moderation,
from that point

.

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

ever before oifered in the State of
AT THE

re

moves the only barrier to complete republi-

it.

York, and the tenor of the news

R

the republicans will have a majority of

majorityin both houses of the legislative

paid out

A

/

to the

pml

pditional

believe this

New

flue stock of

Orleans Sugars.

WOOL AJsQ 'BUFFALO LIJfEQ BOOTS AT COST 10 CLOSE OUT

SIOCIO.

that we see merit in the proposed financial

scheme and

Fresh Tally always on hand, at

of Alex. H. Stephens,an

bill

of—

cry

to the universal

Don’t fail

“give ua a rest," as far as financial agitastock
tion is concerned,we believe it to

best policy for the present, to

enough alone,” abide our

n

how resumption works

;

be

let

time,

the

go and examine the largest

SFBCXAL

and the most complete variety of

New Orleans Sugars

“well

and

to

ever brought to this

YOU OUGHT

town, at the Cheap Cash Store of

see

E. J.

moreover, we don’t

Announcement!

HARRINGTON.

Dr. D’ Ungers Extract of Cinchona
Stephens’ bill this winter tor the reasons Rubra, an absolute cure for Drunkenness,
above mentioned.
for sale at the Drug Store of

TAKE BOOTS &
THE
TO

The Chicago Weekly News

DOESBURG.

J. O.

ATT 3D

POLYGAMY WILL HAVE TO SE
ABOLISHED.

The

A decision was renderedon Monday

brought to

this

All

Utah. This case

at

Holland City
At$ 2.50 a year

kinds of Shingles for sale at

brought here by appeal from thb supreme
court of

town can be found

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

for

lews
new sub-

scriptions.

involves the

Reynolds was

its

suppression.

grand jury
bigamous marriage. He

indicted by the

for contracting a

was tried in the Third, judicialcourt of
Utah and found guilty. He appealed to
the supreme court of the territory, and
finally to this court, which now affirms
the judgment of the lower tribunals, and

bought

at

fine

tobaccos and all kinds

N. K. Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can
be found at E. J. Harrington. This is the

and best Lard
United States.

finest

for

E. J.

decides that congress had power to pass

family use

in the

HARRINGTON

laws prohibitingpolygamous marriages

Losses honorable settledand promptly
in Utah and that such laws are constitu- paid by the Watertown Fire Ins. Co.
tional.

L. T.

Tub

N". F.

Hun

ion that Elihu B.
est

man

expresses the opin-

All kinds of

RANTERS

Agt.

fresh Taffy at

Washburne is the strong

PES8INK BROS.

that the republican party could

nominate for president in 1880.

It.

outlines

his political career, giving particular stress

when he

to the period

was called the faith-

low price of $2.50 P«r year, a trifle over the regular price of the Holland City News alone. This
is beyond questionthe first time that a metropolitan weekly has been brooch t within the reach of
new subscribers at so small an additional price.

of pipes.

Compressed Yeast. — Have you tried that
new yeast? It

is superior to

wholesaleand

retail at

ful watch dog of the treasury, and com-

auy. Sold

at

PESSINK BROS.

For this comparatively
small amount our readers
can p'ace themselvesin command of the whole situation. All events of Interest,local, national and
foreign, will be presented complete1? and promptly by one or the other of these publications.
The
"ingle featureof full and trustworthyChicago
market quotationswill be worth, to many of our
readers, more than the additional amount involved
in the clubbing arrangement. To those who are
not familiar with the characterof the Chicago
Newt, we would say it is the best representative of
independentjournalismin the West.

The Chicago Weekly Newt is a large eight columrt
folio, “cram full" of telegraph and general news,
short and pithy editorialson the topics of the day
written in a familiar yet incisive style, and in all
its departments evidently aims to give facts in tew
words, withontthoverhiugeandflue writing whicli
render so many of the metropolitanjournals “a
wearinessto the flesh." Fadt, not words, appears
to be its motto.

France. It says

as minister to

that during

the Franco-Prus^anwar, while he

re-

48-tf

~

degree of enthusiasm which could not
possibly be called out by any other candi-

Co.

date. Even the most resolute democrat of

against

German origin would have
effort to vote against
It

to

by what

of the presidency of

the

stronger candidate to offer?’’

^dvcrtismrnts.

G. A.

the report is cabled that

there was a daily increase of distress

in

every part of England last week. In a
single day, at Manchester,three thousand

beads of families, representingmore than
thirteenthousand persons, applied for

re-

thousand other applications

were made the following day. This seems

only

an average sample of the con-

manufacturingcena particularlysevere

dition in all the large

tres.

Sheffield is

sufferer; and wherever the depression of
trade has not of itself paralyzed industry

and brought the

people face to lace with

starvation the trades-unions and employers

seem

to be culitvating differencesthat will

surely bring on strikes
.miseries that

The

and

precipitate

might otherwise be avoided.
which produces wages dis-

perversity

putes and their train of strikes, lockouts,

and pauperism, at such a
seems

to

time as this,

be preternatural.

The custom

little girl.
ly

in Texas of carrying rtvo’.

a

show

siezed a

Fourteen revolvers were quick-

emptied into the

brute.

citizensof Holland and'

v,cGnMfctr,hr;r;^l;,Cot°'

ALBERS,

One door west of Bosman, wfiere can be found
a complete stock of

I.
_

at

,

4;>-tf

FOB SALE.

TnF.
m nin(o.

i

,

0

^

wh,ch

u-CCl,t 1 4 2
$30" each.
Also 6 lots W est of First avenue at$125eacl The
for a small payment down. Also

above wili be sold

F

f®1

Lot- V0.11, 12 18, and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2. 4, 5 and > in Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

Apply

to,

M. D.

^
SOLID
H.

ST

•

-

BY

MEYER

&

CO.,

L,

„

AREND MEYER.
JOHN TEN KATE.

j-RKMONT Ckstric. Mich., Dec.

Coiii, ESeviig Hicbiiei, Etc
1

that the co-partnership

il heretofore existing between the undersigned
under the firm name of MEYER A TEN KATE
doing a general llvenr and horse dealing business!
at rremont Centre, Mich., is this day dissolved bv
mutna! consent. All accounts prior to this date
will be settlad by the company. Mr. Arend Meyer
continuesthe business in his own name.

DEALERS IN

Murs,

HOWARD.

Dissolution Notice.
VTOTICE is hereby given

1878. 46-4 w

16,

NEW

y

SCRIBNER’S

MONTHLY, MATEEIAL
Conducted by

J. G.

The handsomest

HOLLAND,

Illustrated

Just Received at

Maga-

THE

zine in the World.

___

The American edition of

MO HE THAN
and

it

tills

70,0T0

periodical is now

MONTHLY,

*

“ 3ST

B

W

S ”

has a larger circulation In England than an-

other American magazine. Every number comnins
about one hundred and fifty pages, and from fifty
io seventy-fiveoriginal wood-cut illustrations.

Announcements

Job

for 1878-9.

Among the attractions for the coming year arc
the following:
••HAWORTH'S," a serial novel, bvMrs. Frances
Hodgson Burnett. Hiitl)or of ‘That Lass o' Lowrle’s.
The scene of Mrs. Burnett’s new novel is laid in Lancashire;the hero is a young Inventor of American
birth. "Haworth’s ’ is the longest story Mrs.
Burnett has yet written. It will run tnrongh
twelve numbers of the Monthly,beginning with
November, 1878, and will be profusely Illustrated.
FALCONBEHO, a serialnovel, by H. II. Boy-

Our

Office.

facilities for

Job

Print-

ing are uneqv.aled in this city,

and we are at

all

times prepar-

esen. author of "Guiiuar,""The Man who Lost ed to execute
bis Name," &c. In this romance, the author
graphically describesthe peculiarities of Norse
1/ lli V I I < 1^. rf.
|v
Immigrant life in a Western settlement.
vF \J JLl JLIl
Hi >3 •
A STORY OF NEW ORLEANS, by George W.
was afterwardsassigned by the said Milton F.1
Marsh on the 12th day of May, 18.3, to Benton E. Cable, to be begun on the conclusion of "FalconGreen, which said last assignment was recorded In berg. ’’ This story will exhibit the state of society
I have on hand a fine lot of
the offlee of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa In Creole Louisiana about the years 1803-4-5, the
County, Michigan,in Liber R of mortgages,on time of the Cession, and a period bearing a repage 630, on the 14th day of May, 1878, at 8 o’clock, markable liKenessto the present Reconstruction
period.
a. m., upon which last said mortgage there is
claimed to lie due and unpaid at the date hereof PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN POETS. This
for principal and iutoreet,the sum of four bun- serieslb gun lo Aucu-t with the portraitof Bn ant)
dr>‘d and flfty-nlue dollar* and fifteen cents. will be continued, that of Longfellow appearingIn
Cl
Promptly and
($459.15) and also an attorneyfee of $15.00 as pro- November. These portraits are drawn from life
vided therein. ’and no proceedingsat law or in by Wyatt Eaton and engraved by T. Cole. They
IN
equity having been instituted to recover the debts will be printed separately on tinted paper, as frontispieces of four different numbers. Illustrated
I have a Japan Tea at
cts. secured by said two mortgages,or that of either sketches
of the lives of the poets will accompany
of them, or any part thereof; Now therefor notice
these portraits,
is hereby given, that by vlrtOe of the pow r of
which cannot be surpassed,
STUDIES IN THE SIERRAS,- A series of
sale containedin said mortgagesand each of them,
and of the satute in such case made and provided papers (mostly illustrated,by John Muir, the California naturalist. The most graphicand plctur
Also n nice lot of Cooking and Eating thcsiiidtwo mortgages will be foreclosed by a sale esque
and. at the same time, exact and trustworthy
at public vendue of the mortgaged promisesdePotatoes,Cabbage, Turnips
scribed in said two mortgagesor so much therof as studiesof "The California Alps" that have yet
been
made.
The series will sketch the California
and all kinds of Vegetables.
may be necessary to satisfy the amount duo on
said two mortgages, together with ii.terestand Passe*. Lakes. Wind Storms and Forests.
THE "JOHNY REB" PAPERS, by an "excosts Including said attorneyfees, to-wit: all that
soldier,will be among tne raciest
Fresh Oysters and Sweet Cider certain piece or parcel of land known as the north- Confederate’'
west quarter (tfl of the north-east quarter (X) of contributions to Ncrtt/ter'i during the comingyear.
section numbered thirty-two(82)town six (6) north They are written and illusirated by Mr. Allen C.
alway on hand.
of range thirteen (13) west, lying and being In the Redwood, of Baltimore. The first of the series.
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, at the ‘ Johnny Heb at Play," appears in the November
number.
front door of the Court House of Ottawa Oountv,
In the city of Grand Haven. In said County of OtLETTER HEADS,
tawa. and State of Michigan,that being the place Term, U a tear ia alrace;'35 cants a mutler.
NOTE HEADS,
for holding the Circuit Conrt f if Haidcounrv; on
Subscriptions received by the publishers of this
Saturday the 12th day of April, 1879, paper, and by oil booksellersand postmasters.
DILL HEADS,
Personswishing to subscribe direct with the pubat one o'clock In the afternoon of that day.
lishers. should write name, Post-office.Countv,
STATEMENTS,
Dated, Grand Havik, January 2, 1579.
and Bute, in full, and send with remittancein
BENTON E. GREEN.
ENVELOPES,
check, P. O. money order, or registered letter, to
Astignee of taid Mortgager.
PRICELISTS,
Co.,
Lowing Sl Cross, Atlormytfor raid Ateignee.
48-3m
48-13w
CARDS, TAGS, if*.
743 Is 745 Broadway, New-York.

V

|
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X

ALL KINDS OF

COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

JOB PMNTIUG

CANDIES,

GABS and TOBACCOS.

Neatly

THE

40

AppK

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING

Choice Butter & Fresh

vers was illustratedin San Antonio, when

chained Mexican lion in

HONING

Wishes to Inform the

J.

to be

Agt.

pro-

United States? Have the republicans any

lief, and four

KANTEKS

is organized

Illinois

ization of a political machine in any one

From London

.

Fire on Lightning.

L. T.

make some

vision of the constitution does the organ-

a

damage by

him on election day.

against Washburne. But

state dispose

your House and Furniture

will insure

continues:“It is said that the republi-

can machine in

that the Watertown Fire Ins.

ami recordedin the offlee of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa County,
Michigan,on the
V/
l Ml, thirteenth
killI ItiVUlU day
UUJ
‘cro • p. m. in Liber R, of
of January, 186W, at 2 o'clock
mortgages,on page 630, which said mortgage was
duly aligned by the said George W. Densmore on
.......
lay of January,
January, 186», to
__________
____
the
17th day
Renton E. Green,
and which said assignment was recorded in the
offlee of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County,
Michigan. In Liber No. 13 of mortgageson page
24, on the 31st day of December. 1678, at 10)$
o'clock, a. m., upon which mortgage ti ere is
claimed to be due and unpaid at the date hereof for principal and Interest the sura of live
hundred and twenty-fivedollars and olehtcen
cents, and also an attorney fee of twentj-lre
(25) dollars as thereinprovided. The other -aid
mortgage bearing date the tenth day of December.
1870, made and executed by William H. Linacre and
Susan Linacre. his wife, of Georgetown, Ottawa
County, Michigan,to Guy 8. Walden, of the township of Cascade, Kent County, Michigan,and recorded In the o flics of the Register of Deeds of O'tawa County. Michigan,on the 14th day of December. 1870,
o’clo k p. in., In Liber V of mortgages, on page 81. whicli said mortgage wns duly
assigned by the said Guy S. Wa.den on the sixteenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh,
which said assignment was recorded in the office
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, MlchIgan. In Liber R of mortgages,on page aid.' on the
^th day uf August, Itffl^ami which said mortgage

HOLMES.

i«78.

ArMli/n A TkBl0Kk 8»L<,t ^ B,0Ck S0Uth
Addition$175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 A 6 in Block
25 as organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at

42-

U

Mich. Dec. 20,

described Lots in theCitv af
ut the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F. Lot 6. Block G, West Addition$175

Mortgage Sale.

and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap JAEFAULT having been made In the conditions
mained popular among the French, he
of two certain mortgages,the one bearing
Cash Store. Whole suits cun he bought
gained the friendshipof the entire Ger- there for prices which would formerly be date the eleventh (11) day of January, i860, made
and executed by William II. Linacreand irusaii
man people, so that among the vast num- asked for a single coat.
Linncrc, his wife, of Georgetown,Ottawa County,
Michigan, to George W. Densmore of same place,
E. J. HARRINGTON.
ber of Germans voting in this country his
Remember

A. L.
Grand Haven,

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND, MICH.

A VERY large and handsome stock of
ready made clothing has just been received

nomination for presidentwould excito a

done on short notice.

YEAR, POSTAGE

i

We trust that many new subscribers will avail
themselves of this unusualopportunityof secur
ing a Chicago weekly paper at so trifling a cost.

ments in flatteringterms upon his record

Mich.

Quality of work guaranteed,and repairing

take pcasurcIn annoancine that we have
Send your subscription to this office. 48-tf
arninsrementi* with the pjblisherof the
ChicagoWeekly Newt which enables us to club that
paper with the Holland Citt News at the very

Wicrsema, together with a large

assortmentof

ws

INCLUDED.

question of

laws passed by Congress for

A

No. 74 Washington street,

Having but recently moved to his capacioun
new store, is preparedto make the finest and best
fitting hoot or shoe one may wish.

FOR
$2.50

SHOES,

Haven, - -

Grand

Holland City We

The best 5 cent and the “nobbiest” 10
polygamy in the terriWe
tories, and the constitutionality of the cent cigar in the country, can now be
made

whole

at

AND THE

“CASE" WIERSEMA.

by the United States Supreme Court in the
case of George Reynolds w. United States,

MJ

THE

finest assortment of candies ever

last

Holmes

A. L.

manufacturer of

believe Congress will do anything with

•

CHEAP.

Clothes Pins by the Box, or dozen,

“CASE" WIERSEMA.

extract of which we publishedlust week.
However, owing

•

Eggs.

Give

me a

Call.

Seribner &

J

J

lotting!!.

skaters.

Long's hike Dallas Texas,
with

is covered

It costs $40 per day to heut the new
w j

j

I*'

Ms

Ark wc moving to the North
North Pole coming to us.

Pole, or

A lady named Van Pelt

weather keeps on, seal skin jack

t >r

—

is the city edi*

of the Dubuque {la.) TeUgr/iph.

,,
Pout?

—who

j

days of consecutive hard winter

dares

say

to

it

is nn

BOOTS A SHOES
Dr.R,.A.Sclioiiten,
—
-

readers will find the one of W. H.

Just received

mOPRIETOH,.

temperance lecturer.

In

spite of all the cold weather, our

our

Parks,

.

7*

Justice Hunt, of the supreme court,
has pBrUa|ly riC0Vered from his paralytic

have

frultgrowcra report tli.t tbe fruit buds
not yet been injured.

attack of Saturday, and is

u.

Du. W. Van den Berg, Jr., of Zeeland, 1 a,1(1 two stories bigh.
baa moved to Jcnnisonville,to practice
This week has been
medicine.

new

•tort- will keep n rail

supply of the best

and duett

now pronounced

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Mem

out of danger.

A large new schoolhousc will be built
i at Zeeland. The building will be of brick,

_____

Thii*

ferktriti, Ttilst Article, Ciprc,

o

A Complete a-sortmentof Children's and Infsnta'
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line vf
Ladles' and Gentleman's wear.

Writing Material, Snuff,
Item from Bismarck, Minn.

: It

has been

at

HEROLD,
- -

E.

j

open winter?

By glancingover our business cards

__

piauke.

OF

Three doors East of Kruisengn’sStore.

public schools and
-------

A Large and Fine

DRUG STORE, IsTBW stock;
—

According to the Allegan Democrat, Dr.
Hope College j ^ K learn that Chas. J. PlalT has been
were opened again on Monday last. | appointed under -Sheriff by Sheriff Ver- McCulloch, of this city, is in the field as a

Our

WARD

FIRST

is

lie

and caps ought to become cheap.

et8

;

-

V

State capitol building.

I

And the dnest assortmentof

so cold this week that the railroad between
the week of prayer,

meetings have been held

in

Wines &

Bismarck and Fargo is thirteen miles

almost all our shorter than

it

was

last July.

(for

churches during the week.

Liquors,

call3d1ee

us.

Medicinal use only,)

Those of our citizens who have conI am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
Mr. J. Den Herder, has opened a pri
And almost everythingelse belongtnjj In n well
and will henceforth keep U for sale at my atore
istockcd drug store.
and pack ice have comMr. Cornelius De Vlciger, of Grand ^ate banking business in the Village
LjrPeddling machines with wagons has been abollshea
menced operations.
Haven received his discharge in bank- of Zeeland. We expect it will prove a
for the simple reason that tbe pricee of machines
MThc
he above firm are the manufacturers ol DR. mo too low to admit of any expense In that way
ruptcy at Grand Rapids on Thursday of great convenience to the business men of
Call In and get bargains.
SCIIUUTKN’S
Mu. G. A. Koning, two doors west of
last week.
that prosperous village.
B. HEROLD.
this office, has just received a barrel of
tracts to get out

cider, fresh from the press. Go and try

List

it.

of

letters remaining in

the

ANII-BIL1S AND EXPECTORANT PILLS

Post

Rev. Flower preached twice in Grace
Church (Episcopal) on Sunday last. He
announced that he accepted the call of

office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 9th 1879:

Judging from

the way Mr. Keppel sells

coal, and the farmers bring in wood,

Archer Cockliu,Edward 0. Donnell.

it

Wm. Vkkbkek, P. M.

A.

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. D.

The party

that went to

Kansas a few Saugatuck. and

will preach his introduc-

days ago, Messrs J. Van Landegend, Katte, tory sermon here on Sunday, the 19th inst

The

Baltimore (iazettesays the once

beautiful Hollywood cemetery at Rich- and it is reported that they have
mond is overrun with cows, pigs, and lands there.

dison, one

gouts.

The

Board of Supervisor

is

hundred and sixty-sevenyears

a

small change.

The

lively rate.

Board is ex

found

Wanted,
A

RST-ClassImproved farm, containing about Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswklch
or t2»> acres of land, situated within reach
offer cheaperthan anybody else.
of Holland City as a market. For particulars.In-

in the Spectator, No. 241.

Our

M.

There is much interest manifested in
will adorn the state military museum. army circles over the inquiry which is
The work is from the hands of his sou, J. ordered to be held on the 13th inst , at
Brush Fenton.
Chicago, into tbe conduct of Major Reno
at the battle known as the Custer Massacre.

We

Fenton,

Haven.

Grand

J

the

snow

last, got

quite a school war raging in the

is

and sound, however, and

fill

his pulpit

keep his

wil

of The

Michigan

graphical appearance is first-class,but
it

to

Ann Arbor

us No. 1 of Volume 1
University. Mr. Henry Ferry has
Sun — a new Greenback

paper just started in Detroit. Its typolong

gone back

how

will live, is hard to predict.

A MONTHLY MAQAZfHI FOE YOUHOJ3T S1ADXIS.

Year’s present.

has not occurred since

SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED.

•

hear of several parties

who

ing the efficacy of Dr. D’Unger’s

are try-

remedy

to take away the desire for liquor, some of

whom

report to us that thus far it

-all it is

advertised to

covery.

.

There

•

do.

is

doing

king of Holland was married

at

Arolsen to the Princess Emma, of WaldeckPyrmount, on Tuesday evening with great

as stenographer, after baviig spent the

solemnity.

holidays at

Prince William,

.

Blessed dis-

\

in

Among

the manner above

noted. The doctors Lcdeboer were summoned, who reduced tbe dislocation. t

is skating in Atlanta, Ga., for

Those of our readers who promised to all the man wns not hurt.
----come and pay us “as soon as it was sleighAlthough the weather was very winlry
ing,” can’t complain about a lack of snow (nothing open about it) quite a large numnow. But perhaps they will say, “yen, ber of Odd Fellows assembled at their ball
but there is too much now.” Shaw! will
on Tuesday evening last, to witness the
it ever suit you ? Come up like men, and
installation of tbeir new officers. Dis-

--

say eometfiingfor yourself.

The

trict

people of the neighboring villagi

of Groningen being desirous of having

a|

-

-

Deputy Grand Master Kramer

ated. Some good

offici-

brotherly speeches were

made, tending to elevate and build up.

-

place for religious worship in their midst,

have decided

-

woman
1st,

and whs buried on the 2nd, being followed

tomb by a large number of friends.
Sbe is known to be the natural daughter
of cx President Thomas Jefferson.

—the

payments of rural postmasters ac-

cording to tbe number of stamps canceled
on

letters instead

of

on

stamps sold—

to

about $900,000per

annum. The

other

0
III

}) 1I,IMU'IUJ i,u,lluJ u,,u'uu)
CUTLERY, and many other thing* In our line.

little leaks

Farming Implements as cheap
as anywhere.

favora-

have just received aanpply of Stone Tyle, Corn
Hhellere, and ai a specialty in atovea, I have the
“Crown Helper.” a now cook atove, which will
burn both coal and wood.

might be profitably stopped.
I

Judging from the tone of our American
merchants who have been

to

Europe

to as-

to

Order.

have just received patent fire-backsmade
to adjust and fit to over 200 different
kinds and sizes of stoves.

has a

ing from oilier reliable reports, it will he

Will also

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

FURNITURE
Which
will aell

I have purchased lower than eve
cheaperthan ever before.

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

Come^and see the

goods

andayi
Moertain

Beautiful Live Oeese Feathers, Cheap.

keep on hand a

full stock

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

of whifletree, neckyoke and
wagon

A. J. Hillebrands.

weather for the city of Grand Rapids,
says, that the amount of snow which fell
during the month of December measured

Money! Money!!

I

may be still
in the department(but Tinware repaired and made

bic result suggests that there

build cne, for which the

was donated by Mr.

to Order.

will

increase the revenue of the department

Made

35-tf

tbe post office department

iomewhat remarkable record of political advisable forour farmers to quit cultivating
Clawson wheat, as it will not sell in Euicrvice. Tbe present Senator entered the
Kev. Steffens,of Zeclsnd,has tenderedbis/Scrmle ln 1809 Hi9 fatll(ir wfl9 hi9 imme. rope. Red wheat is preferred to white.
services to preach once a week for the
Those of our farmers who like to receive
diate predecessor, and occupied the same
the highest market prices, will do well to
Mr. Louis H. Streng, of Grand Rapids, scat for eight years. His grandfatheroc- take litis hint.
cupied it for thirteen years, and nn uncle
formerly a residentof this city, having
|Was also for many years a member of the
The Mississippi Stale Board of Health
been appointed by tbe Smithsonian Inst
tame body. They were all good lawyers. having asked the governor to call an exit a
lute, to observe and give an account of the
lot

Ladies Cloaks Cut and

to the

One reform in

Hnrrlngton'a

ALSO

STOVES,

72,

J.

CHEAP CASH STORE.

Parlor and Cooking

in good

aged

rooms over K.

Cleaning and Repairing done
promptly and Neatly.

Orleans dispatches we

highly respectable colored

and Tailor,

class Style.

OJASH

IFOR,

(MUFFIN,

certain the real feeling in trade, and judg-

-------

The Bayard family of Deleware

New

circumstances, died January

A rather ludicrous run away occurri^tl
Thousands
on Eighth street on Thursday morning
of tons of ice have been cut and packed
last. A young pair of steers before a
there. It is the first lime such a thing was
sleigh got scared, the driver jumped in
ever known. There is great suffering
front of them to stop them, hut they went,
among the poor. The city is relieving
clean over him. throwing him down, tear
the sufferers.
ing the coat offlrom him— and strangest of
— - —
the first time In twenty years.

the

VAN RAALTE.

Cutting and making in first-

respectfully aolicltthe cuatom of every farmer
and citizen who may feel Inclined to deal with me.
1 *hall keep on hand and will sell cheaper than
ever
I

find the following:“Mrs. Celia James, a

K.

Bromfteld Street. Bouton.Man*.

The beat kinds of

steers. Somehow they got the heller of

him

D B

AUDREY,

Opposite the Post-Office.

The ftuke of Saxony and
of Wurtemburg, were

J. Hesseliuk witnesses. Prince Henry, of the Netherhad his shoulder dislocated on Thursday lands, brother of the king, was unable to
morning last, while breaking in a pair of )e present on account of illness.

him, and hurt

3fl

L.

Having been frnMrateiin obtaining a partncr.hlp
In the mock of Hardware recently »-old under
chattel mortgage bv Mc«*r*. Buhl, Du
charme & Uo. ol Detroit. I still (Jo a
Hardware builneaa

The hired man of Mr. G.

We

JOHN

T0THEPUBLIC! Cutter

open for some more snowstorms.

HhJLjhe

also re

—

.

Specialty.

10 cent*

J. A.

1831. Still some

turned to Detroit, to pursue Ids business

,

Rend

for r specimen copy and Premlnm-LUt. Sub•cnbe now, and get lam number ol this year FREE,

to take

Jtomc.

Makes Custom Work

orange trees of Louisiana, an event which

to-morrow (Sunday).

tbeir last course in Medical Studies at

before

New

people will predict an open winter. Yes,
ing have

D.

Price Reduced. $1.50

present freeze has entirely destroyed the

ar-

it is

Wk have

a

A dispatch from New Orleans, dated
says: It is aprehendedthat the

Messrs. Seba Lcdeboer and Albert Manl-

terri-

tory intact.

it

Jan. Olh,

territory for a new school Distriot. Every,
is fighting (legally)to

8CHOUTKN, M.

the Drugstore,Holland,Mich.

THE NURSERY,

storm at Rochester, N. Y. and

rived safe

Township ot Holland over the ceding of

R. A.

a commotion at the residence of
Mr. A. B. Busman on Sunday morning I1879.
last, by the arrival of n permanent lady
boarder. Weight 9 pounds. Mr. Bosnia

blockaded byV

could not1 reach bis destination. He

There

quire of

was quite

Rev. D. Van Pelt, who was expected Pv

have formed a law co partnership be here on Sunday

I). Bluir

8)

at

considers

in the city of

body

special correspondentat Hamilton

Ft

V

Allegan Co., Mich., writes us that there

learn from one of our Grand Uapid^i

exchanges that Messrs. J. De Bje and E.

)

&-|y

be

peeled to get through this week.

kink bust of Col. Wm.

Maine.

DEALER IN

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

this week, and has adopted tbe Schedule legraphy,together with the latest Improve-

may

1877,

Boots and Shoes

I

Co., Portland.

i

A

DO

in session ago, Dec. 6, 1711, described minutely te-

of Fees as prepared by their committee, ments, automatic telegraphy. It

with

t

hours,
36-ly

COT

Q
D

trip,

1,

B. K. VAN RAALTE,

ot all

bu,l,neMvou can engage In. S& to $20
P01, <1b-v ®ad« by any workcrot either
sex. right In their own loc^llltos. ParA CORRESPONDENTol the Richmond State
ticulars
and
samples worth $S free. Improve your
bought
calls attention to the fuel that Joseph Ad- spare time at this business. Address Stinson &

and others, have returnedfrom their

The roads are being considerably bro
ken open again, and logs, wood, pork,
grain, etc., is coming into town again at a

or

dity

winter.

night.

Prescriptionscarefully compound

this church in conjunction with that of

must be an open (opener of pocket-books)

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

IT 3D

Call

Retail

fixtures.

Bedroom Setts and Parlor Setts.
purchase to your
Coffins and Caskets always
advantage.
WM. C. ME LIS.
on hand.

and

Holland, December

1,

1878.

29-1

y

Fair dealing can be relied on.

CONSUMPTION CURED!
While I thank (he pnbllc for their patronage of

The undersigned,an old and retired physician, the past, I hope to merit nnd aoliclt• liberalsnare
having been permanently cured of tne much
for preventingthe yellow fever, me Vicks- dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple ot It for the future.
the north and has
burg Herald remarks: “It is our honest remedy, la anxious to make known to his fellow,
this city. Mr. Parks has fitted up a handN. B. Cnll and see a moat beaml fat vail (dy o
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire It.
Camp Chairs, oruamenta,picture frames, brackets
42 inches.
some suit of rooms on the second floor of conviction that the people would rather he will send a copy of the prescription used. FREE etc.,
8. RE1DSEMA.
OF CHARGE, with directlona for preparing and
Holland, May 15., 1878.
Van der Veen’s new brick block, on the take chances as the laws are now, yellow Uhlng the same, which will be found a sure cute for
A bill was introducedin the senate, the
Consumption, Catarrh,Bronchitis, Asthma, Nercorner of Eighth and River streets, and fever and all, than have the legislature vousness, dc., dc„ dc. Address with stamp.—
other day, authorizingthe interchangeof
called together again. One scourge a seabrought with him a very complete law
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Out.
subsidiary coin and legal-tender notes.
son is enough.”
Some provision of this kind, or at least library, which constitutes quite an acqui-/
The citizens of Ovcrijsel and vicinity
somethingwhich will enable holders to silion to the legal resources of this city.
get rid of small coin w hen too

much of

it

Wm. H.

has arrived, fron^
opened a law office In

Parks, Esq.,

session of the legislatureto pass measures

-

etc.
A HEW

Welcome!

7

are hereby informed that Dr. H. L. Ash is

Joslm&Breyman,H.

By glancing over the new advertisements not associated with Dr. IJ. B. Best finanmeasure which the present congress should our readers will notice that we have made cially nor in the practice of medicine.
attempt to pass.
arrangements to club with the Chicago Having purchased tbe propertyof Dr. R.
is circulation, is

about tbe ojjly currency

--

---

o—

News. This weekly is very cheap, B. Best he intends to make Overijselbis
Somebody who signs himself “W,” and
and is offered to all new subscribers to the permanent home. Dr. Ash made it a
evidently dares not sign bis lull name, unHolland City News, or those renewing special study to Beat all female complaints
dertook to take us to task in the issue of
their subscription,for the small sum of and diseases of the eye, and can be found
De Hope of the 8th inst. We would like
strictly in advance. We think this at all hours in his office, when home, from
to accommodate you very much, Mr. W,
is the best offer ever made to the reading 8 o'clock a. m., until 1 o’clock p. m.
hut we have made it a rule never to answer
public in this city. Come and see samples
The annual circular from the director
anonymous writers. Aa soon as you pick at this office.

W.

STORE!

VERBEEK

& GO*

• Have re-epenrdtheir extenalve Furniture business, closed by tbe big lire of 1871, on the corner of

Ninth & River Streets.

Weekly

In opening this afore we open the finest at
largest Furnfinre atore In
Ottawa Co., „and
respt-i
_________
____
sow
fully invite our old cuatomers
customers to com* and a
amine onr stock of goods, consisting of the flue
and beat kinds of furniture to the cheapasi,t
rinding all tbe lateststylet, such as East Lake,
Qne en Anne, etc., which we offer at

.

of the

up moral and religious courage enough to

United States mint has been issued,

Watchmakers J Jewelers,

A dispatch dated Jan. 1st, from Niaga- from which it is shown that the gold dolDEALERS IN
ra Falls, says: “A hiidge of Ice formed lar of the British Possessionsof North
your falee accusation.
over the river below the falls on Sunday, America, of Liberia, and of the Sandwich Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Wk draw the attention of our readers and has been crossed by large numbers of islands is of the same value as that issued
Jewelry & Fancy Qoods.
to the lengthy message of our governor on people. So fine an ice bridge has not by the United States. The circularalso
sign your name, we will deign to reply to

the inside, at the opening of the Legisla- formed so early in the season for
ture, together with a synopis «f the dedica-

many

shows that the silver dollar of Mexico

In every paper you pick up.

of

and

there

cost.’

A complete stock; come and
see for yourself.
Remaining Proprietors

is

1874.

Having bought everythingnew we can aell lower
with a small profit, than old stock can be told “at

is

every prospect of worth 101^ cents in United States money;
tion cermonicso! the new Capitol, and the its remaining for several weeks at least. that of Peru, Ecuador, and Central Amerproceedingsof the Legislature. We also The weather is clear and cold, and there ica, 93J'2 cenlg, and that of Bolivia,
wish to call your attention to the fact that is good sleighing. The thickly frozen cents. It is also shown by the circular,
the Holland City News will contain spray on trees and buildings, especially at that the bottom value of the silver dollar
every week' a correct extract of the actual Prospect Point and near the Horseshoe of the United States U 10 cehts less than of
occurrencesat Lansing, something in Fails on Goat Island, present a sight the the stiver dollar of the South American
which every citizen of this State feels a beauty of which has not been equaled countries. The circular is said to be one
deep interest,and which will not he found since the similar exhibition in the winter ! of the most instructive ever issued from
years past,

Very Low Prices.

!

the department.

El
All Kinds

of Spectacles.

FaU&txietf

field

Peas.

of

the

IFHCEiNTX
Planing Mill,
We are preparedto maonfkctnrefurnitureto order
and caa afford to sell commoa ware very cheap.

We

alao keep ouraelves preparedto do all Mads
Planing. Matching,Re-sawing,making of Doocs,
Bash mad Blinds, etc.,

of

liepairing Neatly

and Promptly

Holland. March U,

1878.

Executed.
$—17.

H.

W. VERBEEK a Co.

Holland, Mich., Jaly 25, 1878.

less frequentunder my
It was opened for the reception of patienla 1858 wo had 708 miles; in 1868 we had 1,124
administrationthan formerly, aud the on the 1st day of August last, aud has received miles; while now we have as stated 8,539 miles.
difference will bo the more apparent by transfer from Kalamazoo 222, and from There was constructedin tho first five years of
when it is remembered that the number of other sources 91 inmates. With its well- the last decade, from 1868 to 1874, 2,128 miles,

power has been

that this valuationdoes not show much more
that) one-third of the real worth of the property
assessed. I have no informationof the aggregate amount of the assessments for 1877 and
1878, 'but have reason to believe that they are
made upon the same basis. A clause in our
State constitution,which seems to me man-

'’({oltoftl ^ilji

convicts in the prisons within either of the last
two years considerablyexceeds the number imprisonedin any other year of the series. In

arranged conveniences,aud its score of skilled or nearly two-tbinlsof our eutiro railroad milephysicians,the institution must accomplish age. During tho past five years there have been
good results. The Board of Trustees ask an built and put in operation only 287 miles, of
datory, declares that all assessments upon thus reducing the extreiseof the pardoning appropriation for 1879 and 1880 aggregatiug which 44 were built in 1877, and 84 in 1878.
GITY. MICHIGAN.
propertyshall be at its cash value. I call atten- power I have been largely governed by tho con- $53,339.42, full details of which may be found
The companiesthat reported officiallyfor
tion to this subject because,through the de- sideration that the enactment of the Legislature in their report
tho year 1877 show an aggregate liability of
cisions of courts in other States, recently made, of 1875. known as the “good time law,” places
EDUCATION.
fund’edand unfunded debt of $107,271,421.62,
parties representing ' largo property interests it within tho power of a convict, by diligence
The Superintendentof Public Instruction has with an aggregate capital stock of $145,527,have been enabled to evade payment of their and good behavior,to himself creatly lessen his furnished mo with the following
601.76, or a total of stock and debt of $312,799,SCHOOL STATISTICS:
taxes in consequence of disregard of similar term of imprisonment.Tho allowance of time
083.41. I have uo accurate data from which’ 4
under this law for such conduct ranges on a
statutory provisionby Assessors.
determine the precise amount of this capita!
urn.
187S.
state
gradual scale, increasingfrom two months for
investedwithin this State. If it could be asI take great pleasure in informing you that, the first year to six months for the twentieth No. of children between 5
sumed that it would bear its relative proportion
und 20 yearn of age ____
469.44*1
474,990
in almost every instance, the appropriationsof ' voar. It puts a convict’s release measurably in
to the whole, it *ould then be about $187,000.No. of children enrolled
two years ago have not been exceeded.The uis own hands, and is itself a liberal grunt of
In public hcIiooIh ......
367.346
State institutionshave lived within their means, pardoa It has worked well in practice, stimu- Percentage of attendance
to
Legislature.
This immense amount of capitalengaged ir.
and, by prudently adhering to a determination uting tho convicts to conduct themselvesin an
on enrollment .........
.‘•i
.61
tho transportationof passengers and merto use no more money than could be paid with i obedient and orderly mauner. and has thus Approximate No. not atchandise adds greatly to the wealth of the State
the ordinaryappropriations, they have kept out ! proved of valuable aid in the discipline of the
tending any school....
193.347
1 OH, 176
and to the convenience of its citizens, and is
Gentlemen of the Senate and of the of debt, and will come before you with uo defl- prisons.; I am further of tho conviction that the Whole No. of acliooldin
”
entitled to your fosteringcare aud protection.
House of Representatives: You assemble cioncies in revenue to bo made up and provided too
trlcta ..................
.r>,947
6,060
frequent exerciseof executive clemency
It has been invested under rights and privunder eiroumstancesof peculiar interest. Yount
No.
of
graded
achoola.
296
310
tends
to
defeat
the
ends
of
justice,
to
render
for. The new policy has not disturbed tho
ileges granted by your predecessorsand should
is the drat Legislature to meet withiu the walls
Whole
No.
of
'schoolworking of tho institutions, uor iu any wise punishment for crime uncertain, and to make
hOUHCH ................
6.078
6,129 not be unjustly or unnecessarily interfered with.
impaired their usefulness, aud I hope it prisoners restless and uneasy.
Whole No. of teachersemBut in tho exercise of your controlit is alike
I have, therefore,limited it to fewer cases
may
prevail in tho future. Their mauployed .................
13,001
18,376 your duty to see that the interestsof tho public an
few years
ago'meut,taken as a whole, has been good, than formerly,and, before granting it, have re- Total coat of inatmetion
protected and that such capital is restrained
have wrought in our social and politicalcondiquired a notice of the applicationto be pubaud generally they are in excellent order.
(teachers’wages) ...... $1. 894, 9GU. 80; $1,774,013.?! from any abuse of its franchises or infringetion. It bespeaks tho growth of population, tbo
Total cost for all public
state
' U9UOU- Th° appeals and importumties for parment on the rights ot others. Tho stockholder
increase of wealth, the advancement of science
schools ................
I 8,170.976.00,2.980,193.20
The State prison continuesto be
J0119 are numerous. Four out of every five, on
and the bondholder,tho producer and the shipand art from the time of the rude cabin of the
ed.
Tho
number
of convicts therein on the examination,are declined. I have endeavored
INHTITBTK ITEMS.
per, are equally entitled to your protection. Wo
pioneer to tho completion of this imposing
80th day of September last was 804, being 156 t(? confine those granted to cases where tho conhave no cause of complaintin regard to the cost
structure,costing, all furnished. $1,500,000.
1877. ! 1878.
more than tho establishmenthas sells to aocom- action was erroneous, the sentence unusually
of transportingpassengers or freight Local
As we devote it to tho use for which it was conmodate. The daily average for tho year woe , 9eve*!®»,or,
circumstancesof such a characstructed, let us hope that all tho counsels and
No. of tcachenr institutesliehl.
47 rates have been as low if not lower than in our
ter that both justice aud mercy seemed to reneighboring States. But as one of tho States
Total enrollment at teachers’ in
deliberation* to be bold hero fnay conduce to 808. Tho earnings for tho past two years were
quire my interposition.
stituteH ......................
744
2.982 over whose lines of railroad the immense prothe general welfare, and be instrumental in $294,920.57. aud the ordinary expenses $200.In
most
every
instance
tho
action has been Total expensefor institutes ..... |$1,946.W|$5,460.68
ductions of the West are transportedto the seapromoting and perpetuating the blessingsof 217.93,which shows a balance for the whole
period to tho credit of the prison of $4,702.64. taken with the approval of tho Judge who im- Amount of county-lustitutefund
board, iu the obtainingof which there has been
liberty and peace.
posed
the
penalty.
That
errors
will
someexpended ...................... 441.90 3,915,63
and still continuesto be very active competition
In tho biennialperiod jnst passed general During the past year the disbursemontB have
Aid
from
Mate
treasury
to
instiv.v— . .... earnings in tho sum of $831.79. limoa ^nr ™ the determinationaf such cases
by railroadcompanies, there is danger that
health has prevailwi throughout our borders, exceeded the os
tutes ..........................1,508.73 1.545.00
would bo fewer if comthrough freight may bo carried at a loss, and
the earth has produced bountifnllv,and the This is largely due to the generaldepressionin
Kiioitmuo
£i,U,
L.u
m-nntiv
w«n~i
tho
,io. i plainants,prosecutors and influentialcitizen^
•
• •
harvests have been abundant Wo have grown business, which has greatly lessened the de- ,
it will be perceivedthat we pay most liberal- that such loss will be added to tho local rates
mand
for convict labor, and made it impossible ! clamorous to get a criminalin prison, wore not
in the State within the past year more than 28,ly for education, and yet with our great muni- and thus increase tho burdens of our own proto coutraci for tho work of tho prisonersat
clamorous iu a short time to get him
000.000 bushelsof wheat, and other cereals and
ficence wo fail to bring all our childrenunder ducers. I recommend this subject for your
0,1 ^
fruits iu proportion. In the same time we have favorable rates as
the advantage of instruction, even iu the lower thoughtful consideration, trusting if you ‘take
produced 1,885,884 barrels of salt, 1,125,280 tons
But, in addition to this, a loss of
^H0^.
branches of learning. A large number attend action thereon it will only lx* after mature conJefom Sohoo1 had within its charge on school for only a brief period, while not a few sideration and with careful regard for the
of iron ore, and copper,coal, plaster, aud slate suffered by the prison in 1875 and 1876 on a u
boys. 1 his is an mcreaseof are growing iip without auv schooling at all rights of all.
in very largo amounts, of which I have not full contract for prison labor used in the manufactstatisticsfor tho year. Tho productionof ingot nro of cigars, made with one Charles Hollings- oyer last year, and Hd oyer 1H?G. The The end sought to lx* attainedis the instruction
Tho railroad eoiqxjrations in the State have
worth, appears as a deficit now, when, in fact, , superintendence of the school seems to have of every child of the State in the elementary been organizedus common carriers with a vi< w
copper in 1877 was 10,885 tons.
it was a loss then. Iu 1875 Holliugswojth ! b^n carefuland judicious,and the manage- studies, aud successwill uot be complete until of providing equal facilitiesto all, without disfinances.
The treasury presents a satisfactorycondition. f ailed. His stock of cigars was taken bv ihe ^mit good. The esaiues have teen few, this is an accomplished result. While our sys- criminationin favor of any. This right cun only
Inspectors in December of thatvearbv Virtue t although the removal of Lars and bolts make tem of teaching is in the main excellent, Ixj maintained by the corporationsthemselves*
The cash on baud Sept 30,1878, was
005.80. The roceintafrom all sources for the of the lioii of the State thereon,’ and ’notflis- I the opportun ties many. The boys have lx*en thoughtful observersdeclare that it is wanting and their agents and servants, at all times avoidtwo years ending Sept 80, 1878, aggregate $4,- posed of until after the annual report for R876 i organized into a military company and fur- in thoroughness. Children are pushed too rap- ing tlie business of purchasingarticles for
th(\H^to w,t,h amis and accoutcr- idly, and, as a consequence,acquirements are transportationover their own roads, and re1W,iOU.21. The total expendituresfor the same wasmado, consequently the statement of
dnll regularlyand well, enjoying often superficial More of out national fraining from giving to any individual special
period amount to $4,858,404.16.The balance loss does not appear therein, as tho goods! had I F160!99. koen rebate The Board of Control and State history, it seems to me,
in the treasury on Sept 80 last was $400,840.85. not been sold or the amount of the deficiency |
privileges over others either in tho form of re
No part of this balance belongs to tho general ascertained. With this loss placed where it I ^““te the ordinary expensesfor the coming might be taught to advantage. Tho latter duced rates or rebate. I suggest whether it is
fund, which has been overdrawn in the sum of
abounds in romantic and instructive ('vents that not desirable to prohibit by law any agent or
$178,011.11.
every citizen of Michiganshould 1x3 familiar servant of a railroadcompany from buying or
wing
with. The early explorations of the volatile selling any articles of merchandise as a business
The bonded debt of the State on Sept 80,
reformatory for girls.
French trailers,as they skirted the great lakes in competition with others to be transported
1876. was $1,802,140.07.The policy of extin- prison and to tho wagon shop, as well as the
guishing this debt as rapidly as possible has extension of tho engine room authorized by ' The subiect of a reformatory for girls, to be in their light canoes ; the zeal of Marquette and over its road, and also to provide against dte
been steadily pursued, ana I am gratitiod to in- the last Legislature,have been built The ! placed exclusivelyunder the direction and con- the Jesuit fathers in their efforts to convert c'iminationin favor of individuate.
During the last few years there has been a
form you that, in the two years ending Sept 80 stave shop aud cooper shop have likewise been trol of women, has engaged the public atten- the Indians; the career of Pontiac and of
coustructod, but no work has been done on the I tion. The success of similar institutions Tecumseh, those greatestof savage chieftains; difficultyin enforcingthe law in regard to fenclast, it has been reduced In the sum of $4$, 000,
leaving the total amount ef such indebtedness proposed extension of tho prison wall The founded in other States has created a convic- the struggle between France and England for ing upon railroadsoperated by receivers or
now standingagainst the State $050,140.07.Of Inspectors represent tho general management < tion than one might lie establishedto good ad- the control of our territory;the war of 1812, lessees. Our laws evidently never oontemthe bonds thus paid $9(^000 were nurchased be- and discipline as satisfactory, and tho health of j vantage here. That it would be useful iu sav- with the surrender of Hull; the massacreat j plated that individuatewould’ bo permitted to
fore maturityat a premium of $14,470.80.The the convicts good. I inviteyour attention to the ing many girls who have started on vicious the river Ratein, aud the successfulcampaigns I operate railroadsin this State, aud therefore
: courses from lives of vice and immorality I cauof Gen. Harrison,as well as tho strugglesand j imposed no penalties upon such persons,while
saving to the State in interest from this pur- valuable statisticalreport of the
An embarrassing difficulty has arisen in the ' not doubt,
triumphs of our later pioneers,furnish | they do upon corporations. In ma- y cases
chase, after deducting tho premium paid, will
administration of imprisonment which demands If you shall be satisfied that tho number of frequent instances of marked endurance, ' remedy by penaltyis inadequate to reach the
be $10,608.20.
your attention. A woman was convicted in | dissolute
dissolutegirls in tho State of a criminal tendency braverv and patriotism,worthy of study and 1 object desired, corporationsor persons operatIt being impossibleto obtain more of the unthe SuperiorCourt of the city of Grand Rapids is, or is likely to be, suffidout to make each an remem’b
ing the roads being entirelyirresponsible.
I
matured bonds at a reasonable premium, tho
of the crime of arson, and sentenced to the institution a necessity,then steps toward the
would suggest whether it would not 1x3 well to
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB.
reasurerwas authorizedby the Board of Fund
State prison for the term of her naturallife. undertaking would seem wise. I doubt, howThe institution for educating the deaf and amend the law in this regard so as to make it a
Commissioners to purchase’ $800,000 in 4% per
Tlie prison having no suitabledepartment for ever, tho policy of creating such such establish- dumb and tho blind contained on tho :50th day conditionprecedentto the continued operation
cent United States bonds, and hold them to bo
tbe receptionof female convicts, I conferredment with the design of making it partlyaref- of Septemberlast
of a road tliat tho fences through improved aud
pupils, of whom
appliedtoward the payment of the debt This
with the authorities of the Detroit House of Cor- uge for indigent or truant girls who have uo wero blind and tho remaindermutes. I am cultivated lands should be constructedwithin a
amount, with the addition of the balance in tho
Expeneuco shows that gratifiedto inform you that, while tho gen- given time, and thereafter maintained,and that
rectiou with a view of commuting the sentence criminal proclivities.
sinking fund, $878,251.44and tho $46,000 in
institutions are not always the best places for eral tone and condition of tho institution all persons operatingrailroads should be made
to imprisonment iu that institution,this haviug
the cajial fund, all set apart and applicable to
been the course previouslypursued in cases of the trainingof young persons. Tlie tendency has improved, its financial showing indicates liable to the same penalty.
the payment of the bonded debt, when deducted
women similarlysentenced. To my surprisei is to destroy self-reliance and self-help,elements that its resources liave lx3en carefullyhusThe officeof Commissioner of Railroads was
therefrom reduces tho total amount thereof
managementof the establishmentdeclined | of character neoe*sary to success in life. Be- banded. It comes before you with no delin- established for the purpose,among other tilings,
to the sum of $284,898.58. Then if the
receiveher, and arrangements had to be , sides, the mixing of these classes with the de- quency, but for the first time in its history with of arriving at an authentic report of the transtake into account $111,827.48 ta
mode for her temporaryaccommodation in the proved and vicious would serve to corrupt them an overplus,to 1x3 covered back into the treas- actions of railroad corporations, with a view to
specific taxes unpaid Sept 80,
jail of Jackson coimty. She has remained there | and result in more harm than good. It is for
ury. The Trustees seek an appropriationof legislation in regard to their rights and tho in1878, and due on call the State bonded debt,
for several months under circumstancesof in- | you to considertlie subject in all its bearings, $8*1,936 for current expenses for tho two years terests aud protection of the public. This sysless the funds applicable to its payment will lie
conveniencenot tendingto the improvementof ; and; while carefully avoidingany needless mul- to come, $6,300 for certain necessary repairs tem has also been adopted in many of our sisttM
further reduced to the sum of $128,071.05.It
may bo further expectedthat tho receipts of the her morals nor to securingthat restraint tiplieation of State institutions,to make such and improvements, the total of w hich is not less States,and is, without doubt, of very grear
and lalwr contemplated bv her sentence, provisionas shall bo found actuallynecessary. than the amount appropriatedtwo years ago. I value in enforcing the laws against such corsinking fund within the coming two years will
When tho transfer of female convictscomculture.
think the sum desired is not above the wants of porations. The returnsfrom tho companies to
be sufficient to fully pay off the remainder of
the institution and should lx; granted.
the office by tho Commissionerof Railroads,
the bonded debt Wo have thus abundant pro- menced from the State prison to the DetroitI A Jam* number of fish have been hatched
Tlie Trustees likewise recommend an appro- aud the subjects on whicu speh returns shall
vision for speedily freeing the State from all House of Correction,it seems to have been the , amj transplantedin the different waters of the
priation of $10,000 for constructing on the be made, are quite specifically defined in our
liabilitiesof this character. Tho constitution understandingthat thereafter none of this class state through tho agency of the fish-hatching
premises a separatebuildingfor tlie use of the law. But, as quite a numlxjr of railroads form
creates the sinking fund and declaresthat the of convicts were to bo kept in the prison, as n<f I establishments in Detroit and Pokagon. The
arts of continuous lines in other States, it lias
na
surplusof the specific taxes received, after pay- arrangement was provided for keeping them ' Commissioners claim that the work has proved blind.
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.
lxx*n thought desirable to adopt a uniform
ment of interest upon the educationalf unite there. It was evidentlycontemplated that all a gnecess. The protection of fish is an iniportTlie University is tho oldest and foremost system of returns from the railroad •companies
and the extinguishmentof the public debt shall of them would be sent to tbo House of Correc- ant matter, and earnest exertionsshould 1x3
educational institution in Michigan. It lias a for each of such States; and, as the authenticity
be added to and constitute a part of the primary tion, and such has been the proceedinguntil the 1 made to secure through Congress a uniform
action to which I have referred. If the mana- regulation to prevent the destruction which histon long and intimately identified with tho aud value of such returns must depend upon
school Interest fund.
gers of the Detroit establishment may at their seems likely if pursued to wholly clear many of progress of tho State. Not a few of its pro- the system of book keepingadopted by tho several
If no change is made in this provision,as
election refuse admission to female prisoners, our waters of tliis choice articleof food.
lessors have been eminent as authors and companies, it has also been thought desirable to
soon as tho bonded debt is provided for, the
then it is clear that some other provision must
scho ars. It has enrolled and educated a great prescribea uniform system of book-keey ing for
STATE PUBLIC SCHOOL.
school fund will absorb the large surplus which
1x3 made for such offenders. In tliis connection
The State Public School is a charity peculiar number of men of influence and mark. It lias railroad companies. A meeting for consultayearly thereafter will be received from specific
I may add that the management claim that the to Michigan. In no other State is there an inbeen progressivein its tendencies, aud justly tion on this subject was held at Columbus, Ohio,
taxes in the sinking fund In many instances,
State should pay board for all the female con- stitution like it that I am aware of. It aims to holds higli rank throughout tho land. Like ail on tho 12th of November last, at which ten
especially where the school districts are large
victs transferredfrom the prison, nmnlxtring prevent pauperism and crime by removing chil- educationalinstitutions,it has had its struggles States were represented, and a committee was
and the settlements sparse, the school fund alsome thirty-two. I am advised that tlie trans- dren from the corruptingand contaminatingas- and its trials, but still it has been to us a source appointed to recommend a system of accounts
ready provided is almost sufficientto maintain
fer of these prisonerswas at the solicitationof sociations of tho poor-house and placing them of growth, largely drawing to our midst persons and returns, and to report’ at an adjourned
the schools. If it is doubled and further inthe authorities of the House of Correction, and where they may be preparedfor good homos of culture aud wealth. We rejoice iu its achievo- meeting to be held iu June next I call your
creased from year to year, as it will be if this
that the suggestion of pay for keeping them is aud useful lives. The whole number of chil- mentflj and have a deep interest in all that con- attention to this action for the purpose of sugconstitutional provision remains,many districts
of von- recent origin.
dren in tho school on the 80th day of Septem- cerns its welfare. While its endowment is rpn- gesting that our law in this regard may be so
will shortly have more school money than they
Tho whole number of convicts in the prisons ber last was 313. Tlie current 'expenses for siderable, it is uot sufficientto carry on its viirk far modified as to authorize tlie Commissioner
need, a result not likely to be beneficial to tho
of the State, Sept 30, 1878. was 1,519. of whom 1877 were $30,937.79, and for 1878, $33,C4S.(H. without aid from the Legislature,t trust,twre- of Railroadsto carry out the action of this conschools or to the public.
only 134 were females. Wnile this showing is The per-capita cost for each child during the fore, tliat it may roceivo appropriationsl'notvention.
Therefore, deeming this enlargement of the
In accordance with tho direction of tlie Legisschool fund not desirable,I recommend an greatly to tho credit of the sex, it increases last year was $81.61. The school has been lavish, but adequate to its actual needs. I
amendment to the consti ution carrying this rather than lessens the obligations of tho State run within the appropriations, and apAGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
lature of 1877, proceedings have lx.*en taken,
to see that prisonersof this class are well and parently in a prudent and careful manner.
Tlie AgriculturalCollege grows iu favol It and are now pending, to test the claim of the
surplus, when ascertained,into the general
humanely cared for. I submit tho mat- The board asks an appropriationof $75,000 for has become more thoroughly identified will the State against tho Lake Shore and Michigan
fund
ter to yon, bo that action may be taken to reme- 1 current expenses for tho ensuing two years,
The indebted^ ss of the 8tato to the trust dv the difficultysuggested as speedily us possi- 1 with an addition of $10,100 for sundry ’items farming interests of the State, and stands im a Southern Railway Company for tho amount of
1 letter footing than ever before. The
whole certain speoifle taxes claimed to bo due and
funds on tho 30;h day of September, 1870, was
j specified in tho report It also asks authority number of students in attendanceduring the last
unpaid.
•dOTi), 840.71, and on the 3uth of September,
state house of
to buy some sixty acres of land for pasturage year was 239, and the graduates, thirty- three. The
MACKINAC AND MARQUETTE RAILWAY.
18t8, $8,324,777.82,an increase in two years of
The State House of Correction was opened i and other purposes, and suggests that provi- ’managers ask an appropriationfor current ex$245,431.11. ITite indebtednessis nowc.’mj.osed
The
legislatureof 1875, impressed with the
for the reception of inmates on tho 15th day of 1 sion 1x3 made for tho employment by tho insti- penses of $0,271.80for each of the two years
of the following funds and amounts:
importance of more intimatelyconnecting by
August,
1877.
The
entire
building
with
the
extution
of
a
visiting
agent,
whoso
duty
it
shall
1879
and
1880,
and
a
special
appropriation
of
Primary-school fund .................
14.15
communication the Upper Peninsula of
Five per cent, primary-school fund.
. 315.M6.18 ooption of one wing of cells is complete, and bo to seek out homos for tho children and oth- $15 908.32 for each of the said two years for railway
the State with the Lower, reserved from Rah*
University fund ....................... 452^17.56 the inclosing wall constructed. Tlie work ap- erwise look after their interest.Tlie further buildings, improvements and extraordinaryexNormal-school fund .................. 53.4:21.
pears to bo well done and the buildings admira- > suggestionis made that quite a number of the penses; a full statement of which will lx* found 1,326,965 acres of land to be given to any comAgriculturalcollege fund ............. 13U.7M.M) bly adapted for the purposes contemplated iu I children suffer from chronic disease and re- in their report. They further solicit an appro- pany who might proceed and construct, within
a specifiedtime, a continuous lino of railroad
Railroad and other deposits...........3,303.?.! th’eir erection. The total cost of the construe- 1 quire medical treatment or surgicalaid, and priationof $13,600 for the constructionof n
from the Straits of Mackinac to the city of Martion thus far is $256,029.17. Tho Building that measuresshould bo taken to have it fur- new hall, with a view to the admission of feTotal .................
$8,824,777.82
Commissioners seem to have discharged their : utehed at tin* Htate Hospital at Ann Arbor,
males and tho co-educationof the sexes at the quette. This valuable land grant was deemed
sufficient encouragementto secure tbo earlv
While it is cheering to know tliat tho bonded duties faitbfullv aud jvith fidelity to the
college, the reasons for which will he found
Michigan asylum.
completion of the proposed railroad, ami
debt of the State is rapidly decreasing,and lie interests.The whole number of prisonDuring tho biennial period just passed the duly assigned.
would, without doubt, have accomplished this
through the operation of the sinking fund will ers up to and includingtho 30th day Asylum for the Insane at Kalamazoo has proSTATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
result had not the financial crisis practically
soon disappear, it should not be forgotten that of September last was 484, of whom
vided treatment for 1,133 patients. Tho daily
The State Normal School continuesits useful suspended railroadbuildingthroughoutthe
the indebtednessto the trust fund has been for 131 hadlioon transferredfrom the State prison
average for the same time has been 645. In work of trainingteachers for tho common country. At various times responsibleparties
years steadily accumulating.
at Jackson, and 858 received by sentence of August last 222 were transferredto the Eastern schools. Tlie whole number of studeutein atseemed about to take hold of the enterprise and
It ahould also be remembered that tho pres- court. The whole number of prisoners in the
Asylum. This transfer relieved tho institution tendance in 1877 w as 048; and in 1878, 608. The push it, hut by reason of tho commercial deent condition of tho treasury does not warrant institutionon said 30th day of September, 1878,
from the crowded conditionunder which it had number graduated in ix)Ui years, 184. The pressionfailed to do so.
any lavish expenditure of tho public monevs. was 238, The whole expense of maintaining
been lalxmng for a long time previous. The estimated currentexpenses for the payment of
In May, 1876, the Board of Control entered
The maintaining of our rocently-ostabltelled the institution from the opening thereof until
whole number of patients on the 1st day of Oc- eight jirofcssors and four teachers, with jani- into a contract with the Marquette,Sault Hto.
state institutions, together with the cost of tlie 30th day of September last was $58,443.52,
tober last ^*8 497. The receipts from all sour- tor, for each of the years 1879 aud 1880, is Marie and Mackinaw RailroadCompany for the
heating, lighting,and caring for this new and the earnings $5,892.59, leaving an excess of
ces during the two years have been $:»03,- $18,795,aud for incidentalexpenses, $5,505. construction of this road, but uo immediate
Capitol building, which necessarily will l>e very expenditures of $52,450.93. A considerable
394.63, and the disbursements $299,400.23, li.av- The interest on tho endowment fund is estisteps were taken to build it. On the 14 th day of
much greater than formerly,will considerably portion of the work on the buildings in progress
in the treasury, Hept 30, $2,245.64.
mated at $4,200, and tho receipts from tuition May, 1877, tho Legislaturefurther continued
increase the ordinary expenses of tho State of constructionduring tho last year, as well as
Dr. E. H. Van Denson, who has faithfully de- and for diplomas at $1,800, leaving an approGovernment
a largo amount of grading on the prison voted many of tho best years of his life to tho priation of $18,300 for each of said years neces- tho grant and extended tho time for tho completion of the road until December 31, 18?.!.
These considerations,taken in connection grdunus,has been done with the labor of the
management of the asylum, has resigned the sary to meet the running expenses ol tho school. Last winter the companv with which the conwith the fact that many of our municipalities
prisoners. No favorable opportunity for con- 1 place ef Medical Huponnteudeut, and has been The amount asked is about the same as has
tract was made claimed to have perfected an
are carrying a heavy burden of debt created for
tracting the labor of tho men has offered until succeeded by Dr. George II Palmer, who has heretoforelx;en allowed
arrangement for securingmeans for the immelocal purposes, shbuld lead you to avoid any recently, when an arrangementwas closed to
served for many years as an assistant,Homo
The last Legislatiu e appropriated$30,000for diate constructionof tho road. Its agent, Dr.
schemes for additional taxation not of absolute placo»lU0 to 200 of them on permanent, paying
time since an action for false imprisonment was the constructionof an additional building.
necessity.
work from Jan. 1, 1879. The managers ask brought against the Hunerintoudeut of this This has l»een put up at a cost, includingarchi- W. W. Laman. gave most positive assurance
tliat money had been negotiate J, and tba', with
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESSAND ASSESSMENTS.
a special appropriationof $8,184,80 for certain asylum by a person who nad been taken and tects’ charges and building supervision,of $32,the opening of navigation,work would comIt is a source of regret that we have do furnishingpurposes detailedin their report
kept for a time in the institution by the direc- 115.29. In addition to this, steam-heatingappa- mence at various points on the line, and lie
means through the State offices, or in any They further solicit the privilege of using $.*,000 tion of one of the SaporintendontH having
other manner readily accessible,of of the appropriationsheretofore made for the charge of the poor in a county of the Htate. ratus has lx*en purchased to tho amonutof $3,- prosecuted rapidly until tho railroad was in full
990, the old bunding remodeled, and a tower operation.
ascertaining the total indebtedness of purpose of purchasing land adjacentto the inThe case involvesimportant questionspertain- partly built iu connectiontherewithat a cost of
the counties. \ cities, towns, villages, and stitution.
Tho board afforded every facilitywithin its
ing to the determinationof lunacy, the charac- 17.241.89. making a total expenditureof $43,school districts of the State, or the sggregatj
power to aid in the enterprise, and appointed
PARDONS.
ter of patients entitled to lx) admitted to tbo 347.18. Of )this sum, $30,000was paid by the
amount levied e^ch year in such localitiesfor
lion. John J. Bagiev and Hiram B. Crosby trusTho whole number of persons discharged asylum, and tho forms requisiteto warrant appropriation,$2,105.50 by contributions of citicounty,town, school and road taxes : such intees to receive and disburse the avails of auv
from the prisonsof the State by pardon within their detention. It is now pending in tho Su- zens of Ypsilanti toward’ tho constructionof
formation wonld afford fall knowledge of the
pledges or securities made upon the railroad and
the last two years was forty-five.The number preme Court, and its decision may make some the tower, and the remainder, $11,241.88, from
complete public debt of the State and its sublands to obtain means for the buildingthereof.
of oommutstions for tho same period was three. revision of the law in this regard a necessity.
savings
in
the
current-expense
fund
of
the
divisions, with tho whole amount of taxes imThe prospect for the constructionof tho road
Of
the pardoned convic’s, two had been conschool
accumulated
during
the
lost
fifteen
years,
EASTERN ASYLUM.
posed therein; it would enable legislators to act
seemed hopeful,but since, notwithstanding rof
victed of murder, one of whom was released
The Eastern Asylum for the Insane is com- leaving no deficiency to be made up by appro- peated assuranceshave been given that tho work
more underatandinglvthan they can at present
because evidence developedafter the trial pleted. It is substantially built, and pleasantly priationfrom the Legislature. The lioard ask
In making appropriations
ard providingfor just
seemed to establish innocence and the other on located near the city of Pontiac,and lias capa- a special appropriation of $15,550 to bo ex- would be immediately commenced,not a blow
taxation; it wonld also advise the people more
has been struck, and the board being now satisthe representation of officials that he was insane city for 400 lunatics.
pended in furnishing the tower, providingsteaui- fied that tho partiesconcerned have not tlie
perfectly of the sources that draw means from
when
the crime was oommitted, aud had conneating
apparatus
for
tlie
old
bnilding,
grading
It was constructed at a cost af $448,401.36,
them by taxation, and, I apprehend, would profunds requisite to build it, and that there is no
tinued so during the whole term of imprison- aud its arrangements and equipments are such grounds, pnrehsing new furniture, and various
mote greater care and more equality in the improbability of their being able to obment In the latter case, although assured that as to furnish the most approved means and ap- other items which will be laid before you for reasonable
position of burdens of this kind. I would retain moneys for that purpose, have taken steps
the period of violence had long passed, and the pliances for the treatment of persons afflicted your consideration
and
scrutiny.
spectfully »uggest the propriety of providing,
to declare the contract forfeited, and to place
insanity assumed a harmless type, I required with tho terrible disease,of insanity The buildRAILROADS.
by proper enactment, for such information.
the land grant so that it may be available to any
his friends to bind themselves to care for him ing reflectscredit upon the Commissioners and
We
have
forty
corporations
owning
or
operatThe aggregate valno of all the real and perother parties who may contract to build the
during life in such manner as to prevent his the Huperintendontwho have had its construc- ing railroads. They represent a railroad milesonal property of the State, as returned by the
road.
doing
further
barm.
The
whole
number
of
age of 5,967 miles, of wnieh 3,539 miles are now
tion in charge.
Assessorsin 1876, was as follows:
Tho constructionof this railroad is an urgent
I constituted the Commissioners, with the ad- entirely within the territorial limits of this
Real estate ..........................
$808,758,086,74 pardons granted in 1809 was 16; in 1870, 16; in
necessity, demanded not only to facilitatetrade
Personal property .................. «».lsi7,tt92.49 1871, 26; in 1872, 22; in 1873, 87; in 1874, 30; in dition of ex-Gov. Baldwin,trustees for the State. This line of railway has been construct1875, 83; in 1876, 26; in 1877, 10; and In 1878, .managementof the asylnm, and they selected ed almost wholly in the last forty years. At the with the rich mining regions of the Upper
Peninsula,but to secure to our people a fair
Total ............................
$374.881, C2N.28 29. From this statementit will lie per- Dr. Henry M. Hurd, of Kalamazoo, as Medical close of the year 1838 we had, of completed
It is alleged, and I have no doubt with truth, ceived that the exercise of the pardoning Superintendent.
road, 63 miles! in 1848 we bad 326 miles; in share of the commerce of that immense grain-
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one in view of the desirability of saving the jeets other than the legitimate expense of main- to recover which sum, proceedingsare LETTER FROM THE STATE CAPITAL,
i&iuing a military force for active duty. A now ponding against him and his bail.
wealth of the State and suppressingcrime.
Within the last eight years, it appears from portion of the fund is now dovoted to support- This conditionof affairs lod the LegIt is well understood that this great line of
Lansing, Jon. 4, 1879.
tho renorts of tho several prosecutingattorneys ing, at Harper's Hospital and in the asylum at islature to relieve ilie Hnperinterdent of
railroad is yet to be built eastward from Duluth
This has been an eventful week in the capito the Attorney General,that the number of Kalamazoo, infirm and insane soldiersenlisted the canal from toe control and manto tho boundary of Michigan, on the south
persons proceeded against in this State for vari- in the Union army m this State during the War agement of its finances, and to create for that tal city of Michigan.Thirty years ago similar
shore of Lake Huperior. Nojr. with a short
ous offenseswas 47,824. Of these 818 were of tho Rebellion ; wliile another portion ia re- purpose an officer known as Collector of Tolls. scenes were enacted in the then-small town of
extension of the line projected from Mackinac
charged with the crime of arsort,butonlv forty- served,under a recent act of legislation,to pay The change has proved a desirable one, as the
to Marquette,we shall be able to tap it and to
two were convicted and punisned.It would claims of non- commissioned officersand musi- duties of tho Superintendent in the immediate Lansing. Tho capitalwas located almost in
divert a large portion of its travel and bade
seem that the laws are ample for the punish- cians of the Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Regi- supervisionof the canal demand his whole at- the woods. Several towns in the State were
to this State, and thus open the way for direct
ment of this crime, and it w not apparent that ments of Michigan Infantiwfor services at the tention, wliile tho acoounts in tho respective aspirantsfor the honor, but the geographical
interooursowith the vast extent of country it
there is any lack of zeal on tho part of prose- damp of Instructionat Fort Wayne in 18(11. officesprove a check upon each other. In con- position of Lansing decided the matter in favor
is built to traverse.
nection with Ids annual report for 1877, tho of thie place. The old State House, erected
cuting officers when proper complaintsare
•.^Communication between the Upper and made. I suggest whether tho requirement of
Collector, William Chandler, has prepared and thirty years ago, is a plain wooden structure,
Lower Peninsula is now carried on for three- some examination and report by competent purpose
published an interesting and valuable history otaliy inadequate for the present wants of tho
fourths of the year by a circuitousroute local officersinto the cause ofcthe fire, extent of nels. The subject of changing tho law so that of tlie canal
Legislatureand State officers, With toe growth
through three other States, diverting the traffic the loss, and amount of insurance, would not the means of such fund shall not be as largely
Capl
The projection and constructionof tlds canal and development of the State a new Capitol
of an important section of this State elsewhere, furnishvaluable information,and. at the same absorbed for purposes not contemplated by the
is eminently duo to the sagacity and exertions was demanded. The question was first agiand making it tributary to other interests.
original
appropriation,
is
respectfully
suggesttime, tend to constitutea protoctiou against
of tho early settlers of Michigan. They knew tated some years since. From a small village
The constructionof tho Mackinac and Mar- such calamities.
ed for your favorableconsideration.
that the extensive coast of Lake Superior pos- thirty years ago, the capitalcity to-day has bequette railroad would, in a great measure, reDEPARTMENT CLERKS.
CHABITABLKAND HEALTH BOARDS.
sessed mineral and other treasures of groat come a smart, handsome town of 8,500 people.
store to us this trade, and bring the two peninThe Board for the Supervisionof Charitable I deem it my duty to cal lyour attention to itho
. , value, and, with almost prophetic vision, they It is beautifully located on both sides of Grand
sulas into nearer and more intimate relations.
Institutions has steadilypursued its work, and utter want of uniformityin the system regulat-i Beomed to realizetho importance of tho im- river. The streets are broad and laid
Put. important as the demand is for this I refer you to its report for many excellent sug- ing tho employmentof clerks m the sovera do- ! menB0 commerce and trade which has since out at right augles. Tho city , has
road, it is apparent that withholding the lands gestions in regard to onr system of charities and partments of the State Government Tho laws
the State institutions — the
been developed in this region. Through de- throe
from market in certain localities is retarding orrectioiL
applicable to some of the State officeslimit the feats, delay* and discouragements they steadily Capitol, Reform School and Agricultural
and
preventing
tho
development
ot
settlement
nreventine
of
The reports of the Board of Health have at- number of clerks that may bo employedthere- peraovoreu in urging too enterprise until College. Lansing is quite a railroad center,
f. Portionsof tho grant are heavily tracted attention and contain valuableinforma- in, in others the assent of the Executive or some {hey worc effective” in securing
the country,
they wore effective
securingits com- there being seven ways out of the city by rail
aid other
timbered and
other parts of it are said to lie tion in regard to the preventionof disease. It Ixiard is requisiteto an increase of clerical | men cement and completion. It would most Its manufacturinginterestsare rapidly bevaluable for agricultural and mineral pur- is to be regretted that great delay occurs in the force, while m others tho chief of the bureau fittingly crown their achievement if this im- coming quite extensive. The future of Lansing
poses, and public interests seem to require that preparationand publicationof tho vital statis- acts wholly upon his own discretionand em- 1 portantchannel, opening complete water com- is bright and full of promise.
m some sections they should not be kept from tics. It would seem that they lose much of ploys
nlovs as many
many as ho sees fit to. The position is I municatiou between theo grei
neatest of inland lakes
Jan. 1, tho time or the dedicatoryexorcises,
sale and settlement, while at the same time their value when brought out years after they a desirable one to many persons and is eagerly
and the ocean, were made forever free to tho was a lovely day. Tlie occasionbrought many
jurthere is no reasonable prospectthat tho pur
sought Tho result is that a groat pressure is passage of all vessels navigatingthese waters. people to the city. The streets aud hotels
are taken.
pose of tho grant will be accomplished. 1 lie
brought to bear in l>ehalf of applicants upon tho It this were accomplished,and reciprocalfa
were crowded all day. At an early hour the
THE
RAILROAD
STRIKE AND THE MILITARY.
sacredly
lievo it wise policy to devote tho lands sacredb
head of a department having the
the matter wholly cilitios afforded us by tho Dominionof Canada throng liogau to jxjnr into the now Capitol
to the object*coutemplated,and I would not df- ' In July, 1877, a spiritof violence and disorder in Ids own hands, which tends constantly to an
for transportation
through the Welland canal, Tho exercises, which were very interesting and
vert them to other purposes.If, however, it I was manifestedin some sections of the country enlargement of tho force. Tho number
began in Representativehall at
the entire passage from tho great lake to tho entertaining,
which
resulted
in
serious
disturbance,
with
the
shall be found necessaryto open any of them
clerks
the Auditor General’s ocean would be un trammeled by tolls, and the. 10 o’clock a. m. Gov. Croswell presided with
destruction
of
many
lives
and
millions
of
dollars’
ipon condition
to sale, I recommend that it bo upon
office at times during tho year past commercial and social relations of prosperous his accustomedgrip) and dignity. In front
that they be sold for cash and that tho proceeds worth of property.’Combinations were formed, has ranged as high as ninety. I have the best wllllllul„w>
. .......the
...same
^tii_ language and of him wero seated five ox -Governors and
communities, speaking
be paid into tho treasuryand set apart as & railroaddepots, ’warehouses and shops seized, of roason to believe tliat a smallerservice thorinterestsin common, improved ami other distingnishedpersons. Chief Justice
fund to be appliedin aid of tho entorprisofor freight and passenger trains compelled to stop oughly systematizedwould have accomplishedstrengthened
Campbell, of the Supremo Court, administered
running, and a large part of the carryingbusi- the same results. I recommend that provision
which they were appropriated
6
the oath of office to Gov. Croswell and other
ness of the country
for
the
time
being
suspended
. , . ,
, bo made by law specifying tho number of clerks
THE UCENHE law.
SAVINGS BANKS.
officers. After music by a home choir, Gov.
Having reliable’
lable information that a similar to he emplJoyedby tho’hoadof each department,
^Jj0 0 amount of taxes assessed tnroughCroswollintroduced ex-Gov. Folch, of Ann
I renew tho recommendation repeatedly made
danger
.....
..
.......
.....
threatemngthe peace ami good I
that
the .......
limit ...
shall
not be
ex- 0llt
under toe lamior Tax law for tho Arbor, the oldest living ex-Governor of Michiby my immediatepredecessorfgr some further order of this State,
$420,100.18. Of this amount
State. II deemed it my
mv duty to take I C(.e(]J(] Bav0 with the consentand approval of! £°,a^
year 1877 was $420,1(10.1
gan
provisions similar to those in the National prompt and energetic measuresto meet such
$887,888.89was coUeotod and $82,821.29 retho Board of Auditors.
Ex-Gov. Folch said the occasion was an exBanking law for tho more careful examination emergency should it arise. I accordinglyormains
uncollected.
BONDS OF STATE OFFICERS.
traordinaryone. Ho alluded to olden times.
and scrutiny of tho savings banks of the State. | (jorotj 0ut’the whole military force of tho State
(kunplote
returns
have
not yet been made to
The moneys and moneyed securities on deHo HjMiko feelingly of tho earlier Governors of
Theso bank’s hold large amounts of money, to be encamped where they might rapidly lie
posit with tlie State Treasurer average daily tho Auditor General for the past year, and con- the State, and paid thorn high complimonte.
and, so far as 1 know, they have been prudent- made availablein case of need. To this call
more than a half a million of dollars in amount. sequentlyI am not able to present the showing Tho populationof tho State has increasedfrom
ly managed. But they are the offspring of the the troops promptly responded,and the three
The law providesthat he shall give liond in the therefor. It will l>e seen that quite a large per- 90.000 to 1,501000. Ho reforred with pride to
Legislature, and, in creating them, it fails in regiments were quickly in the field ready for
centageof tlie tax is unpaid and, lost. This is
sum of SlSOjOOO.
pt
Michigan’s educational facilities.Its noble
rts duty if it neglects to guard the rights of
^ . ......
in some respects due to officersneglectingto
active duty. On the 20th day of Julv a portion limit is entirely insufficient
to cover even ouedepositors,many of whom are laborersand of tho hands in the employ of the Michigan Con- third of the whole amount of moneys at any one promptly press collection, as well as to tho fact Universityhas a bright future Injfore it Gov.
Folch tooK tho oath of office thirty-throe years
persons of moderate
1 tral Itailroad Company at the city of Jackson timi, in his
. ..... *
that eomo
some parties have been enabled to escape
ago. Ho closed his interestingrominisoenoos
I he rates of interest have been steadily do- , Htn,Pj( ami compelling others to abandon work i j tj1()refororecommend that the security be i payment through the local courts by reason of
by expressing faith in tho future of Michigan
some tecluiicaldefects in tho assessments. If
and in the perpetuityof republican govornthis law is to remain it should Iw so amended
*
....... . ...........
........
as to provide that payment of the tax shall mont
Ex-Gov. Greenly, who. in 1847, signed the
has no uncertainvalue, amf tl
1k> a condition precedent to tho right to sell at
of tho State Land Office. Sometimes tliis money
bill making Lansing the State capital, related
that hereafter money will never command as appealodto mo demanding the protection
comes in more rapidly than receiptscan be all, with a penaltyimposed for any sale in vio- tho historyof its transfer from Detroit to this
high rates of interest as it has heretofore. As of tlie State against this unlawful and violent
made to cover it info tlie treasury; consequently lation of sueh provision. It is unequal and un- place.
a result of this state of circumstancesthere interferencewith tho company’s property.
quite largo sums remain for a brief period with just, among tho parties selling, to permit one
Ex-Gov. Blair, of Jackson, tho noble “war
seems to be a demand for tho repeal of the pro- Deeming it my duty to use the militarypower
to escape a tax that the other is obliged to pay.
these officers. In view of this fact I suggest
Governor” of Michigan,was received with
vision authorizingcontracts to bo made at rates only as a last resort in aid of the civil authoriI am advisedthat the law has had tho effect to
for your consideration
whether it is not advisas high as 1U percent With this accomplished, ties* when their effortsto restoreorder had
somewhat reduce tho number of places where great applause.Ho spoko fooliuglyand with
able’ to require from these officials bonds for the
much power. Ho pave much good advice to
die uniform rate throughout tho State would bo proved powerless, I at once placed myself in
faithful performanceof their duties,and for liquor is sold.
tho assomhlod legislators.Ho hoped a now
7 per cent.
communicationwith Horn James O’Donnell, the payment of such moneys ipto tho treasury.
EXECUTIVE MANSION.
ora of liberality iu tho matter of salaries for
IJBI1ABY.
Mayor of tho city, requesting him to keep me
STATE TAX LANDS.
My experience as Executive of the Htate satis State officershad opened. Tho Governor
The bound and unbound liooks on tho shelves advised of tho situation, and assuringhim that
Tlie amount of this class of lands, i. r. on lies me that the Governor ought to reside at tho ought to have a mansion in Lansing, and a sallilitarv to promptly
of the library number about 40.000 volumes. ; I would direct tho military
---- ., — .. and
which redemptionhas expired and the State capital. His presence upon many occasions ary larger than a common dry-goodsclerk.
< )f these, some 5,000 have been obtainedwithin firmly support tho local authorities
in main- acquired a title, remainingunsold at tho close
would facilitatebusiness. Now that tlie State The Circuit Judges, too, ought to bo better
‘ the
tho la
laws, of the sale in October, 1878, was $2,289,59(188;
the past two years through purenase,exenange j taming peace ami the supremacy of
offices,civil and military, are removed here, the paid. Wo need aide men in our judicial places.
all
the amount unsold at the close of tlie sale in j ue(M,BBitvjB greaterthan ever.
Wc have a fine Capitol, hut it is more important
largest and best collection
collection’of law books in the
the | persons to refrain from improperly and vioLmviolout1877 was $1,85(5248.44,showing an increase
With the small salary affixed to tho office the to have goo 1 legislation therein than to possess
State. having tho American reports complete ly molestingor interfering with the property of
$488 352.89. The sales during the year 1H|8, at Governor should not be expected to/omo here a costly building. The constitutionof tho
and the English nearly so. The Librariansug- others, and requiring local exocutivo officers to the Auditor General’s and county Treasurers an(1 provide himself with a homo. The State
State sadly needs revision to meet too oxigongests an appropriation of $5,000 for tho next bo active and vigilant in their respective local- officers,taken together, amounted to $98,421, i Bi10uid furnish a residence comporting with
cies of tho present
two vears for the purchase of
1 ities for the maintenance of the public peace.
showing an increase of sales in 1878 as com- | t),0 characterof tho Capitol, in which tho ExEx-Gov. Baldwin, under whoso administration
I think tho appropriation should ho some- I I
j was
w&8 gratified
Rratified in
in aa short
short time
time to
to be
be assured
assured ; pared with 1877 of
1 ecutive should live during his term of office. I
tho now Capitol was suggested, followed, rewhat larger than heretofore, and that provision| b
of j^keon that the civil auIt will 1)0 seen that tho State has acquired a recommend that tho block of lots upon which calling tho history of tho Territoryaud State
abould be made for additionalhelp as too , tboritics, aided bv the citizens of the place, large amount of lands of this character, and i th0 0id Capitol stands be subdivided,and with from 1805 to tho presentnow era.
present location will necessitateit I would
all iu their power to quiet tho dis- that they are constantly increasing. Similar ac- thtl buildings thereon bo sold bv tho CommisEx-Gov. Bagley read a pleasingand graceful
alsn suggest tho propriety of having the Li- turbauco and provide for tho passage of trains, cumulations have occurred in former years and | Bjoner 0f tho Land Office,upon terms to be fixed paper, thanking God for tho peace and prosbrarian keep an account of lost or damaged with a fair pr03p0ct that such result would be methods of relief have been devised by the bv th0 Governor, State Treasurer and himself, perity wo enjoy. Let all classes alike enjoy its
books, as well as
s having an inventory taken j Bpeedily
at &in
ained without resort to the use of Legislature. It is very important to the inter- j aQq that a portion of tho proceeds sufficientfor blessings. Our pionoor fathers adopted as tho
speedily at
yearly.
military force. I was subsequently advised ests of tho State that some provisionbo made , the purpose be applied to the erection of a resi- motto of the State, ‘Tf thou soekest a beautiful
INSURANCE.
. Governor. -I bespeak this uot for peninsula,behold it hero.” And wo thus bethat the parties engaged in tho unlawfulpro- for the disposition of those
deuce for the
Tho number of acres of land held by the myself but for my successors.
The •business of insurance,connected as it is ceedings had wholly relinquishedtheir designs,
hold it to-day. “Let us boo to it that our State
with nearly all our commercial and financial and would no longer hinder tho corporation State September 80, 1878, was 2,737,938.21.
Government^in all its branches, be so just, so
CONCLUSION.
transactions,has liecomo one of great importance. from the regular use of its railway. The There has boon sold during the two years past
wise, so beneficent tliat wo may say, if thou
In concludingtliis communication, let me say
a in
7 The number of companiesnow authorizedto trouble was ended fortunatelywithout the de- , 302.290.81 acres. There has been collected
seekest a beautifulpeninsula,uot in material
the responsibilitiesresting upon you are of uo
transact business in Michigan ia 195. Of these struction of a dollar’s worth of property or j cash and notes on account of trespasses on pi
things alone, but iu good citizenship, in pure
light cuaracter. For a limited’ time, subject
•ited state of | lie lands, $8,854.95, at an expense of $3,3(53.
50 are incorporatedunder tho laws of this Htate, the loss of life. In view of tho cxcit
manhood and w omanhood,in love of liberty,in
only to tho restrictionsof tho Federal and State belief m free institutions, in care of the unconstitutions, with you rests the sole power of
fortunate, iu generaland liberal education,belegislatingfor tho people of tliiscommonwealth.
hold it here! ”
panics, with an aggregateof $22,000,000 at risk; outbreaks that had taken place elsewhere,failed to keep a record of tho same and that The rights of person and property, the most imHon. E. O. Grosvenor, Vico President of the
and 47 farmers’ mutual lire companies, em- the situation was one of unusual gravity, and ! confusionhas resulted thereby. In some States portant interests affecting society, as well as Board of Building Commissioners,read $ rebracing about 57,000 members aiid risks in , the danger imminent A single ill-judged move ! all local bonds are required to l>o registered the honor and welfare of the State, are in a port. closing with the formal presentationof
they are great measure committed to you. While the tho Capitol to the. Governor.
force to the amount of $107,000,000. Ii might nave resulted in most fearful conso- with a designatedState officer before th
Tlie stock tire companies of other States ! quences.That we escaped a great disaster is j delivered. This proceeding is said to give tuem State has had a remarkable ’ growth, and is
Tlie corner-stone of the new structurewas
(102) and foreign Governments (16) now an- | in my judgment largely clue to the excellent ’ better standingand to thus facilitatetheir sale, strong in population and productions, it laid Oct 2, 1873. This flue building, erected at
is vet but
the early periods a cost of $1,500,000, is made of Amherst, Ohio,
thorized number 117, and during too yCftr ' course pursued by tho authorities and
fees of officers.
have forests sandstone.All of tho materials employed in
1877 wrote risks here to the amount of over of Jackson, to tho prudent measures taken by j It is complained that officers who are com- of its development.
the railroad officialsto prevent a collision with ponsated wholly or partly by fees are, in many untouched, mines undisturbed,and thousands the constructionof tke edifice are of tho best
From the voar 1870 to 1877, both inclusive, j the strikers,as well as to the new presence of . instances paid exorbitant rates, and that fro- upon thousands of acres waiting only for the of their several kinds Mr. Elijah E. Myers,
tho aggregate of business done in this State | the military giving assurancethattho full power nuently their charges are excessive and above tiller to transform them into harvest-bearing formerly of Springfield, III, was the architect,
fields.If your legislation shall contributeto
bv stock tire insurance companies is as follows: of the State would be employed, if necessary to j die limit prescribedby law.
and N. Osborn A Co., of Rochester,N. Y., the
IUrIch
. . .$1,210.2(51,865.00 i preveut violence and mamtaiq order. It is also It Is also alleged that criminal proceedings foster and furtherunfold these interests; if it builders. Tho work was wisely and houostly
shall promote morality,cherishvirtue, encourPmniuniH received
’ tetmmiX) I creditable to the workingmen who engaged in for trivial offenses are sometimesinstituted
perfonned. The Capitol is 341) feet in length,
age eaucation,check disorganizingtendencies,
Loshch incurred ................... 0,847,689.00 J the strike that they speedily took counsel of and carried on even to imprisonmentmore
.
and 2(59 feet in height. Tho night-lighting
is
During the same period these companies have wisdom and abandoned their inconsiderate and ' enable officersto obtain fees than to subserve ! and maintain the blessings of peace aud union, effected by six prismatic easaliersignited by
paid into tho State treasury about $500,000 in unlawful proceedings. The military merit my J the ends of justice. Wliile every official should j you will have accomplished tho work delegated electricity.Tho State horary occupies two
thanks for the alacrity with which they re- ] have a fair allowance for his services, it is ] to you in a manner worthy of the gratitude of floors and the whole of tho western wing.
specific taxes.
Gov. Croswell responded, and, in bonalf of
In the year 1870 there were 5(5 life insurance spondod to my call as well as for their excellent neitherjust nor proper that extravagantper- : your constituents.Chas. M. Cbokwell.
he State, accepted tlie Capitol building
companies of other States doing businessin this bearing and good conduct while on duty. Ex- 1 quisites should be given to tliose whose
Tho Governor’s reception in the Capitol in
State. Tliis numlier has been reduced to 28. perienco in tliis emergencydemonstrates that ment is merelv clerical, requiring neither exMICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
the evening was a very brilliant affair. His
No considerableloss has fallen upon our people wo must rely chiefly upon our State military to trordinaryskill, learning, or ability. The subiect is worthv
worthy of your
vour careful inquiry.
daughter, Miss Croswell,assisted her father in
by reason of the failure of lif insurancecom- suppress riots or tumults arising in our midst ' ject
Tne policy of the General Governmentseems
ANTIETAM NATIONALCEMETERY.
Wednesday, Jan. 1.— Senate.— The Senate receiving and entertainingtho numerous callpanioH, except in the case of tho Coners. The Capitol was thronged in every part,
The State of Maryland now holds the title
tinental of Now York. The number of life to bo to discouragethe employmentof Federal
convened at noon, and organizedby the election
and tho approachesto tho Governor’s room
nsurauco policies now
force upon tho troops in such cases until it is apparent that the Antietam NationalCemetery, os Trustee
of the Tollowing officers:Secretary,Edwin 8. jammed from 8 to 10 o’clock. Tho building
lives of citizens of this State is about the Htate alone is unable to overcome tho dis- tho several States which contributedtoward its
establishmentThe Board of Trusteeshave Hoskins ; Assistant Secretary,CharlesC. Hop- was lighted from tlie top of tho dome to the
22,000. representinginsurance to the amount turbance.
basement, and presented a beautiful appearof $42,000,000. During the eight years last
In tho outbreak referred to, if wo had been incurred indebtedness,and by act of Congress kins : Engrossing and Enrolling Clerk, Denis B.
past, covering tho period of the existence of tho without a State force, and had been obliged to of March 2, 1877, the Secretary of War is author- GroesbocK;Assistant.Oscar F. Morse; Her- ance.
Tho Senate met at 12 o'clock on Wednesday,
Insurance Bureau, a large number of both life wait until a formal application could have been ized to pay tho same when the legal title to the geant-at-Arms, Charles H. Perkins;lYrst Asand fire insurance companieshave been sent made on tho President and respondedto by property shall be transferredto and vested in sistant Sorgeant-at- Arms, John F. Brubocker; Lieut Gov. Sessionspresiding.
Second Assistant Sergeant-at-Arms, Goor,
Tho followingare the officerselect:
out of the Htate, or refused admittance on ac- Federal troops, tho strike would undoubtedly the United States.
Hecretary— Edwin H. Hoskins.
This Htate is one of the parties in interest, Fowler....After organization the Senate
count of inabilityto comply fully with our laws. have assumed much greater proportions. The
AHHlstant Secretary— C.C. Hopkins.
The subsequent‘failureof many of those con- United States mail, of which there was a largo and, as provisionis made by tho General Gov- journed.
EiiKroHMinn and KurollinK Clerk —D. E. Orocabeck.
cerns has demonstrated that the State standard quantity on delayed trains, would have lieen ernment for the proper care of all its cemoHouse.— The House of Representativesmot
Seiyrant at-AnnH—O. H. Perkin*.
of solvency cannot be too rigidly maintained.
longer dotaiuod ; while the criminal and vicions, teties,I recommend that you assent to tho
Ajwlutant Heiveant-at-Amis—
John 8. Brubaker.
at noon and elected officers as follows: For
During the past two years no failure lias oc- who seem to have made such disturbances an transfer, and will hereafter submit a bill for
Second AsHiatant SerKeant-at-Arma—
George FowSpeaker,
John
T.
Rich,
of
Lapeer;
Clork,
curred among companies authorized in this occasionfor pillage and plunder, would have tliat purpose, preparedby the War Departer.
Daniel
L
Crossman
;
Sergeant-at-Arms,
W.
II
State. They have suffered somewhat in de- had greater opportunitiesto enable them to do moot
AxHiHtant EngroHMingand Enrolling Clork— O. F
Childs; Enrolling and Engrossing Clerk, V. W. Mono.
HT. MARY’S FALLS SHIP CANAL.
pression of IniHiness and in shrinkageof values, damage.
Postmaster-L. H. Ludlow.
Tlie 23d day of June last marks a quarter of Bruce ..... Adjourned till to-morrow.
in common with all other financial institutions,
While not prepared to advise an increase of
AHsistant Postmaster—G. Grelling.
but there appears no good reason for doubting tho military force, I do recommend tho adop- a century since ground was broken for the conDedication of the New Capitol.— Tho
'The House was called to onler atl2:15o’clock
structionof tho St Mary’s Falls ship canal. new State Capitol, at Lansing, was dedicatedon
their ability to fulfill their contracts.
tion of measures to add to its efficiency.A
by tho ClerK of the last House, Daniel 8. CrossTho laws relating to life, fire and marine in- step in this direction has alreadybeen taken by The tonnage passing through it lias increased
Now Year’s day, and RepresoutativoHall and man. Ninety-one members respondedto the
surance are believed to be adequate for the pro- tho Military Board iu exchanging too firearms from 100,29(5tons in 1855, to 1,439,215 tons iu
the corridors were crowded with people from calling of the rok
tection of tho people and the companies, and heretofore used for the latest pattern of Sharp’s 18‘T, and 1,(5(57.13(5tons in 1878.
lx gross yearly revenues during tho same all parts of tho State to witness the ceremo- The officersof tho House are:
need no radical changes. It mignt bo well breech-loading rifles, with which all of tne
Speaker— John T. Rich.
rao have multiplied by ten, lieing $44,1151.43 nies. At 10 a. m. Gov. Croswell, ox-Govs.
to enact a law to more effectually punish in- regiments are now equipped.
Welch, Greenly, Blair, Baldwin and Bagloy, the
Speaker pro tem.— E. P. Allen.
surance by unauthorizedagents and companies.
This
is should be
1)0 supplemented
suppl
by the in 1877, and $40,437 in 1878. More than Supreme Court Judges and State officers,were Clerk— Daniel L. Crossman.
At the last sessioa of the Legislature an act was purchase of haversacks, blankets and over- 5,000 vessels many of them of largo tonnage,
Sergeant-at-Arms -W. K. Child*.
. W
escortedfrom the Lansing House to the Capitol
passed intending to regulate the business of amts to bo stored with the Quartermaster have passed its locks in the two seasons
Engrossingand Enrolling Clerk— V. W. Bruce.
by two companies of State troops, headed by the
plate-glass insurance by placing such compa- General, and furnished to the troops, from referred to, making an averago passage of
Both houses have taken a recess from ThursLansing Knight Templar Band. On arriving at
nies under tho same requirements as life com- time to time, for use when required by tho de- one boat every two hours and ton minutes
tho Capitol Gov. Croswell took the chair, sup- day afternoon until next Tuesday evening, to
during the time of navigation. The
panies. The act is quite indefinite and of mands of the service.
enable the presidingofficers to form the comGeneral Governmentis now building additional ported by Lieut Gov. Sessions and Bishop Gil- mittees.
doubtful constitutionality,and I recommend its
lespie,
of
Grand
Rapids.
The
exercises
began
Companies
should
bo obliged to have enrolled locks for tlie purpose of enlargingand ^cro
reasrepeal and the passage of a more specific law
As yet but little has been done In either hoim
tho maximum number of able-bodied men, as ing too capHCity of the canal,’ and suchprogr
rogress witli music by tho Knight Templar Band,
regulatingthis kind of insurance.
there are always some who cannot do duty at is Doingg made that the
prayer by Petition*asking for a Reform School for Girls
tho work promises to
to be which was followed by
FIRES.
Bishop Gillespie. Judge Campbell then begin to come in.
call : they should have officers of experience, fully completed
completed within the next
next two
two years.
yea
Tlie Governor’smessage was well received,
Kindred to tho subject of insurance is the hold regular meetings for drill, and be subject The Legislature of 18<i9, by joint resolution, au- administered tne oath of office to Gov.
and is regarded as a well-written, practical,
great destruction of property annually by fire. to frequentand careful inspection.
Croswell
and
Lieut.
Gov.
Sessions.
Adthorizedtho Board of Control to transfer the
Some idea of this may be obtained from the
With well-organizedregiments of this char- canal to too United State* on the payment of dresses followed
tho ex-Governors and common-senseState paper.
'The LieutenantGovernor and Speaker Rich
fact that tlie fire iusurance companiesalone after, supported by the superior Gatling gun all outstanding indebtedness incurred by tho present The Hon. E. P. Grosvenor read a rehave paid out over $10,000,000for losses in recently procured of tho General Government State in the constructionor management there- port of the Building Commissioners, who then are Iwth intelligent and practical farmers.
Michigan within the last eight yeare.
on the amount standing to toe credit of tliis of. Tho indebtednessof tho canal, which tho presented the building to the people through Thus the agrjculturalinterests of toe State are
recognizedat the capital
According to tho most reliabledata accessible, State payable in arms, we may utilizeonr Slate State treasuryis pledged to pay, is $4(5,000, Gov. Croswell,who brieflyspoke in acceptanee,
Most of tho members of the Lcginlaturoand
military
so
that
we
shall
have
an
efficient
force
and
complimented
the
Commissioners.
Tho
aud the amount standing to its credit
there wero, during the year 1877, in this country
officer* have gone homo to spend the recess.
always
at command to assist the civil authoriRev.
T.
O.
Prudden,
of
Lansing,
then
proand Canada, 10,403 fires, or one in nearly every
on the books of the Treasurer is
,
^
Upon their return tlie public may expect a flood
fifty minutes. The value of propertydestroyou ties in suppressing outbreaks and maintaining 532.12. Tho canal debt is tons fully provided nounccd tho benediction,the band played an- of petitions and resolutions.G. W. H.
v
for, and wiH bo extinguished as rapidly as it i other stirring air, and the exercisesof the day
by these fires amounted to nearly $100,000,000.
Of that sum $48,000,000 was paid by insurance
The expense for the transportation, snhsist- falls duo, and before, if tho bonds can Se pur- were closed.
His Mother.
companies, and the remainder of the loss was enco and services of the troops thus called out chased Its financialcondition,therefore,
Thursday, Jan. 2.— No business of imporfa sustainedby property-ownera. The entire sum, during tho strike amounted in tho aggregate to such tliat it may
“Above ftU things in this world,” said
tmm transferredto
Wftg transacted, with the exceptionof the
. ..
. .
... a youth who stands on the street corners
however, was a total loss to tho wealth of the $25,299.(55. Tho money in the militaryfund, tho United States. A number of necessary recountry.'Tlie State of Michigan suffered losses owing to toe diversion of much of it by the pairs and excellentimprovements have been reading of the Governor* Message in joint
for a living, “do I value the love of
by fire in 1877 of over $3,000,000, abont one- Legislature in other directions,was found made by the present Snperinteudent, John session Luther S. Ludlow, of Jackson, was
GotUeb Grelling,of dear, good mother.” “God bless you,
half of which fell upon the insurance com- wholly inadequate to meet these demands; con- Spalding,and an additionalnew set of gates elected Postaiaster.and
sequentlya considerableportion of the expense have been purchased aud placed by directionof, Detroit Assistant Postmaster, of the Senate young man, for those noble sentiments,”
» panics.
too board. Further needed repairsare now I • •
housesstaifdadjourned until Tuesday
The balance, $1,500,000, may fairly be con- incurred, includingthe payment of officers and
said a missionary. “Having so much
being made, and toe probabilities are that, ow- j evening next, at 8 o clock,
sidered as the net loss to this State each year by men, had to bo deferred. Through the courtesy
respect and love for a mother, yon need
of
the
Auditor
General
and
State
Treasurer,
the
ing
to
decayed
sills aniLdamaged piers, the exfire. Many of these fires may be attributed inno other recommendation to successful
directly to the entire absence or nth-enforce- Militarv Board were permitted to realize an adaomewh“ iDAbont the On.; Dr.wb.cb.
with which they
men who will aid yon.” “Yes,” continment of building laws, and directly to defective vance on the appropriation,
construction.After all probable innocent were enabled to payoff toe troops and discharge canS
wit^emteo^
If Edison’s electric light should take ued the yonng man, “mother feeds me,
causes are eliminated,the criminal records af- such of their indebtednessas could not well be
ment
of
$1,11477
of
the
canal
funds.
Since
the
place of kerosene in onr kitchens, clothes me, and does my washing, and
delayed.
The
whole
snm
of
tho
expense
now
firm that arson is not an infrequentagent in
then he has been arrested, tried and acquitted,i there must be some other plan adopted has been doing it for twenty years. • I
the burning of property. This class of fires outstandingand unpaid is $1,752.42.
For some time past it seems to have been the
may beset to hide crime, gratify revenge,or to
to prevent the inmaoe of ignorant don’t know what I should do without
force a sale to insurance companiesof over- policy of tho Legislature to trench noon the
her.”
showing, a defaulter to the amount of $877.31, 1 servants.—iVomstown Herald.
insured property. This subject is an important military fund and apply portions of it to obproducing section, penetrated for hundreds of
miles by the Nortuern Pacific Itailroad.
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Facts About the Hessian Fly—

Sow Wheat
By

^ £

Calnmn.

jamitrs'

my

to-day

pamphlet ou the

Hessian fly. You will see that Professor
Riley did not fully understand my recom-

mendation when he wrote the
which you

advised sowing a narrow strip around

I

the field by the 1st of
ing

Scroll Sawing of all ' kinds
done to order.

And

September. Judg-

—

Also Planing, Matching and Besawing.

will receive the eges of the
of

September

I

if the strip early

sown

Cor.

is

I

Warehouse &

138-y

ploughed deeply under, and resown.

would sow the narrow strip with

Farm

a

Office

____

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

MONUMENTS i
CEMETERY WORK
--IN

tug

The Gray Medicine

All

Co.,

Work Warranted and

No. 10 Mechanics'Block, Detroit, Mich.
fST'Sold in Hollandby Ueber Walsh and by all

on

Druggists

Prices Low.

everywhere. 4iMv

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

susceptiblevariety like the Diehl, while

Manutacturer«f

i

WASHINGTON STREET.

for Sale.

LUCE,

H. R.

versa! Lassitude,Pain in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Prcmatnrc Old Age, and many other diseases that load to Insanliy. Consumption and a
And ail kinds of
Premature Grave, Ml of which as a rule are first
caused by deviatingfrom the path of nature and
over indulgence. The Specific Medicine Is the re
suit of a lie study and many years of experience
STONE.
in treating these specialdiseases.
Full particulars iu our pamphlets, which we
I keep constantlyon hand the best kind of
desire to send free by mail to every one.
stock, and also a nice variett of designs. Letter
The Specific Medicineis sold by all Druggists at ing done in the English, Hollandaud German lan$1 per package, or six packages for $5. or will be guages, as desired.
sent by mail on ricelpt of the money by -addiess

—

River & Tenth sts.

stocked with the maggots, I would have
that

(Near the Allegan Depot.)

Before Takingof memory, Uni- After Taking,

Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.

would have Kaplds prices.

the remainder of the field sown, and at the

same time,

ommonded as au

Self

Lager Beer.
Any one of the above articles made to order to
any size or measure on short notice and at Grand

fly.

SO

foils.

^TRADE MARK, Is especially rec-TRADEN^?K.

of

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

others, this early-sown outside strip of

About the 20th

.A. Hi

—

CORNER KISH A SEVENTH STREETS.

unfalliugcurefor
Seminal Weakness, Spermatorrhea, Infpotency
and all diseases
that follow as a
sequence on

Smokers’ Fancy Articles.

from my own and the experience of

wheat

all kinds

article

The Tribune.

lately published in

GRAY’S

Wholesale Dealers

Remedy

Great. English

Blinds, Stair Railing, Etc,

cultural College.

you

RADEKE & SON,

DOOES, «ASH,

for Safety.

Professor A. J. Cook, Michigan Agri-

I mail

WarTfma'n
Mftnnfacturer of

to

1

_____
Specific Medicine MlailMt
1

The

mil

Give me a

call before you order, and patronize your home industry.
Holland, Mich., October 4, 1877.

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
VV IH.I 1 | llil 1 II Vi* 1 VXI UVlj
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
variety, and that least liable to attack, like and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
MORTGAGE SALE.'
the Clawson. Professor Riley asks: “Why of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
391 Broadway New York,
the
twenty
fifth day of March, A. D. 1H70,
not sow It all late?” For the reason, ns 40 acres of unimprovedland in the TownMellissa N. Adams, of Irving, Barry county,
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
State of Michigan, executed, acknowledged
Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in
stated in the pamphlet, that where all sow
M. D.
and de'lvered under her hand and seal, to
jCJiRES
late, experience has shown that none es
Edward L. Garlick, of Olive, Ottawa county,
State of Michigan, a certainindenture of mort^ / Consumption.
Nervous n rssi\ I
cape. In Van Buren County, in this State,
Cosltrenest, \ i
gage upon the following piece cr parcel of laud,
Asrftma,^
situate and being in the Township of Olive,
nearly all sowed after September 20, last
ff ranch,f is,
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,and de
Al a recent •cl c-aro
.
Headache,
Fall. As a result, all wheat was badly atStereoscopes and Views,
scribed as follows, to-wit: the north-westquarter
b!* 4^-iUO per cent.
1 Lm of Appetite.
A full Ue«crtption. of the south-eastquarter of sectioneight, town
tacked by the insect. But where some
six north, ot range fifteen west, containingforty
power, price, etc., i»
sowed early, and others lute, in the same
acres of land, according to the government survey, ENGRAVINGS, CHROMOS, PHOTOGRAPHS, Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
Ktven in au extra of
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
be the same more 01 less, which said indenture of
I he I'urbimt H*vort*r,
neighborhood,the latter escaped damage,
Address J, p. Mountain, Ogdensburg, N. Y.
Send for a Copy,
mortgage together with the certificateof acknowl
And kindred goods-Celcbrlties,
Actresses, etc.
edgmeut thereto attached was on the fifth dav of
while the former did not. It would seem
May. A. I). !870. duly recorded in the office of 'the
that the flies prefer to deposit their eggs
Register of Deeds, in ami for the County of OtiaOfffaufanrshN.T.
wa, State of Michigan, In Liber U of mortgages,
early, and with opportunity will do so,
011 page :J4fi. Said indenture of mortgage was on
the third dav of November,A. D. 1875, duly
but if the opportunity be wanting they
ERRORS
We arc the headquartersfor everything in
assigned, acknowledged and delivered by an
have the ability to withhold the eggs for
tlie way of
nest book ever publiohed assignment in writing, endorsedupon said Inden
t°hfe&0UAN onThe
Romanism. Contributed by lure of mortgage, by the said Edward L. Garlick
days and even weeks.
G.
ablest Divinenofthediflerent to Henry Snook, of Olive, Ottawa County, State
Catholic the
Professor Riley again says that ploughDenomination*. Illustratedwith of Michigan,which said assignmenttogether with STEBEOPTICONSANI) MAGIC LiNTEHHS,
O
Pine Steel Engravingsof Bishop* the certificateof acknowledgment thereof, of said
ing under the “flag seeds” or the lame Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other assignmentof mortgage,was on the fifteenthday of
Burned out by the late Fire we re-opened in
Each style being the best of Its class in
Oct. her, A. D. 1878, at twelve o'clock M., dnly reour m w store just completed at our old stand on
the market.
encased in their pupariums, will not kill contributors.Wo being the Publishers, and em- corded
in the office of the Register of Deeds in
ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
them. If he has observed these he will Canvassersthe largest commissions. Sell Rapid- and for the County of Ottawa and State of MichiBeautifulPhotographicTransparenciesof Statly. For terms and circulars. Address.
gan. in Liber No. 8 of mortgages, on page 606.
uary aud Engravingsfor the window.
know at the date given, September 20,
Said Indenture of mortgage was on the fourteenth
J. It. CHAMBERS & CO.
We have Just received a large new stock of
day of October, A. D. 1878. duly assigned, acknowlConvex Glass. Manufacturersof Velvet Frames
they are still larvae and not more than half
St. Louis. Mo.
edged and delivered by an instrumentin writing
for Miniatures and Convex Glass Pictures.
by the said Henry Snook to Edward J. Harringmatured. From direct experiment,I
Goods,
ton, of the city of Holland. Ottawa County, State
Catalogues of Lanterns and 8lldes, with direcknow it will Kill them. And more, if
of Michigan, which said assignmentof mortgage
I [ats
(Japs,
tions for using, sent on receipt of ten cents.
togeth r with the certificateof ackowledgment
even the pupariums were ploughed deeply
* col 48-4 m
thereof was on the fifteenth dav of October. A. D
OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ss 18;8, duly recorded In the office of the Register of
Groceries,
under, and were unharmed by the act, I STATE
At a session of the Prohat*! Court of the County
Deeds
in and for the County of Ottawa and Stale
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, In the
Crockery,
cannot see how the little fragile fly is ever
of Michigan,In Liber No. 4 of mortgages on page
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Mon419.
Default
having
been
made
in
the
conditions
going to be liberated from her earthen day ttii! sixteenth davof December, in the year
Flour
Feed.
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight of payment of said mortgage. Notice iv Hereby
tomb. I have no doubt but that even the one
given, that under the power of sale containedin
Present:Bamuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
Etc., Etc.
pupae would be destroyed were they In the matter of the estate of Willimeua 8. said indenture of mortgage, ou Tuesday, the
the late I should sow with the most vigorous

h k

42-tf

t

4 CO

HOWARD.

TEimAiiEUWjmraPEs,

JETIS TURBINE!

y'T'aacb

GATES CUSTIS.

Photographic Materials.

1TEW FIRM!!

Agent Wanted.

-

PUnEN& SONS,

VAN

-

CHURCH.

River Street,

.

Dry

Probate Order.

&

twenty-firstday of January, A. D.

Trirape, deceased.

ploughed deeply under the surface. Again,

read'n8 1111,1 fl,in- ,he petition dulv verified, 1879, «*t one o'clock in the afternoon, the said
Professor Riley states that the Fall brood of Jan Trim ue. prayingamong other things for indenture of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale
the probate of an Instrument in writing filed in
does very little damage. This is certainly this court, purportingto be the last will and tes of the said describedmortgaged premises, or so
much thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the
lament of Willimena S. Trlrape deceased, and
a great error, as too
of our farmers that administrationthereof mav be granted to amount now due and payable on said mortgage,
both principal and interest,together with the costs
know by costly experience. Usually the the person named therein,as executor. There- of this notice, and the legal costs of foreclosure
upon it is ordered, that Thursday, the and sale, to the highest bidder at public auction or
Fall brood is far the most destructivein
sixteenth
next, at vendue, at the front door of the Court House, of
the latitudeof Michigan. Had the Win- one o'clock in the afternoon, he assign*! the County of Ottawa, in the city of (fraud Haven,
for the hearing of said Petition and that the that being the place for holding the Circuit Court
ter of 1877 and 1878 begun as usual— the heirs at law of the said deceased, and all other for the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan;
middle of N(»vember— instead of January persons interested in said estate, are required tne amount Claimed to be now due and payableat
to appear at a session of said Court, then to the date of this notice on said indenture of mort1, 1878, there would have been very little be holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Ha- gage for principal and interest, is two hundred
in said County, and show cause, if any there and forty dollars and twelve cents ($240.12.)
wheat in Southern Michigan this year. ven,
he, why the prayer of the petitioner should nor be
Dated. Holland, Mich., Oct. 24th, A. D. 1878.
As it was, the wheal plants sprouted,and granted: And it Is further ordered, that said petiJ. HARRINGTON,
tioner give notice to the personsInterested in said
Ateignee of Mortgage.
so recoveredthat the crop is above the estate,of the pendency of said petition and the
hearing thereof,by causing a copy of this order to
average, despite the second brood of flies.

many

day of January

EDWARD
3"-13w

—y.

be published In the "Holland City News," a
newspaperprintedand circulated in said County
of Ottawa, for three successive weeks previous to
said cay of hearing.
A true copy, lAttest.)SAMUEL L. TATB.
Judge of Probate.

r. Tribune.

Fresh Grapes all Winter.

My

father,who was

the “fruit of the vine”

goodly

a

an ardent lover
always reserved

BANKING.

so

LAND WANTED,

&

For Girls and Boys.

Come
An Ideal Children’s Magazine.
Messrs. Scribner A Co., in 1873. began the pub
licationof 67. Nicholas, an Illustrated Magazine
for Girls and Boys, with Mrs. Mary Mapcs Dodge
a* editor Five years have passed since tho first
numb r was issued, and the magazine has won the
highest position. It has a monthly circulation of

OVER

50.(00

and see for yourself, no

show goods.

trouble to

~-w>-

-

PRICES ARE LOW.
--

o

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

COPIES.

It is published simultaneouslyin London and be relied upon,
New-York. and the transatlanticrecognition is ul
—
o—*—
most ns general and hearty as the American.
Although the progress ot the magazine has been
G. VAN PUTTEN &
a steady advance, it has not reachedits editor’s
Holland.
Aug. 17, 1878.'
ideas of best, because her ideal continually outruns it. and the magazine ue swiftly follows’ after.
To-day St. Nichota* stands

ALONE IN THE WORLD

,

OF BOOKS:

Tho New-York Tribune has said of it: "St. Nicholas
has reached a higher platform, aud rommands for
its service wider resources in art and letters than
any of its predecessors or contemporaries.’'
The
London Literary World says: "There is no magazine for the young that can be said to equal this
choice productionof Scribner's press.”

of

supply of grapes for winter that

St. Nicholas,
sums uiuiei uiu

BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MCIHIGAN.

I

SONS.

^

Insurance Notice.

!

Good Things for 1878-9.

Home

New

York,
_ British America,
Underwritters of
of

N

Y.

The arrangementsfor literary and art contributions for the new volume— iheaixth-are complete, Firemans’
“we children” scarcely regarded them as TN Ottawa or Allegan Counties in exchange for
of
drawing from already lavoritc sources, as well as
real estate in the City of Holland.
more of a luxury than we did apples, as 151-tf
Does
a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec- from promising new ones,
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
Inquireat this Office.
tion business. Collections made on all points in
Terms, $3.00 a yeaf ; 25 cents a Number.
we had them for almost daily eating. His
the United States and Europe, Particular attenI.
Snbscriptiona received bv the Publisherof this
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
method for keeping them fresh and wholeRemittances made on the day of payment. All Paper, and by all Bookse’lersaud Postmasters.
Wo renresent flic above reliable Fire Insurance
some, was so simple that I wonder it has
business intrustedto me shall have prompt atten- Persons wishing to subscribe direct with the pubCounty,and Companies, In this Cltv, with a total capitalof over
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits,subject lishersshould write name. Post-office.
not been generally adopted, especially
State, in full, and send with remittancein check, $12,000, U0«.
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
PulverizedSugar and Candied Citron can be
Holland, Mich., August 7ih. 1878.
when I read recipes for packing grapes in
sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe P. O. money order, or registered letter to

Fund

Cal

Roger Williams, R.

SUGAR SAND
had at the

bran, oats, cotton, etc.,

etc. This was

method: The grapes alter being picked,
were carefully assorted, only unbroken
clusters being selected for Winter. In a
large iron spoon beeswax was melted, and
the end of the stem of the cluster which
was broken from the vine dipped in the
melted beeswax, forming a seal over the
eud, so helping to prevent the escape of
freshness in it.

were

a

so sealed

As

fast ns the clusters

they were carefullylaid in

basket, the inside of

which had been

lined with paper (newspapers were

fre-

quently used). The bunches were laid
side by side in the bottom of the basket,

and when the layer was completed a paper
was laid over the top, and so on, a layer
of grapes and a layer of paper, until the
top of the basket

was reached,when

per was laid on the top.

So

GROCERY

of

nn-

P.

BOOT,

grapes were broken or loosed from the
stem; the next to keep them dry and cool,

but entirely free from frost. Isabella,
Diana, Catawba and Delaware grapes
were kept in this way.— [Mary Wager-

—

Fisher, Bryn Manor, near Piladelphia.
--

--

Professor 8. W. Clark, of Parma, told
the Western New-York Farmers’ Club
that his family “prefer rather small sized
potatoes for their
novel

way

own

use,” and have a

of cooking them

Howard

Co.,

Jr.

Mortgage Sale.

MEAT

PVEFAULT

THE

—

HOLIDAYS,
MEA

—

FIRST WARD.

CALL

BOOT.

Store.

THE BEST CHANCE.

cheap.

WANTED!

tne following described lot. piece or parcel of land
lying and being situated in the County of Ottawa
ami Slate of Michigan,to wit: the south half of
the south-east quarter of section nine In township right north, of range fourteen west, containing eighty acres be the same mote or less, accord-

ing to Government Survey, together with the
hereditamentsand appurtenancesthereunto belonging or In any wise appertaining, at the front
door of the Court House ol said Ottawa County, in
the city of Grand Havdn in said county, on Mon-

Immediately 1,000 cords of

SHINGLE BOLTS,
For which the

highest market price
will be paid in

day, the

Twentieth day

TUG FOR SALE.

T

„
,
Holland.

1

AM

authorized to sell the Steam Tug
Inquire of

on favorable

terms.

1878.

Holland.Mich

FALL AND

thereon.

Millinery

§

Dated, Ghand Havin, October twenty-fifth,A.

C-AJSH.
PFANSTIEIIL & GRISWOLD.
11,

1878.

EZEKIEL JEWETT, Mortgagee.
Duncan, Attorney for Mot Ignore. 37-1 3 w
» week In your

®

Inquire of

.

own town.

t£T

Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.

cally.

*>

This Lecture should be in the hands of
every yonth and every man in the land.
Sent tinderseal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, /x^t puid, on receipt of six cents or two
p< st stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Th

WEMIL

HELICAL C0„

41 Ana St., New York; Post OfficeBox. 4586.

WINTER.

1879.

a

Goods,

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Standard Trimmings, Bonnets, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, and Silks.

$5 outfit free,

risk. Header,If yon want a business
at which persons ot cither sex can make
great pay nil the time they work, write for particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

Land

bookbinding]

A.

HOWKW

Tho celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearlydemons! late*, from a thirty years' successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain and effectual, bv means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
he. may cure himselfcheaply, privately and radi-

Fancy Dry

And

UQ-No

: “They keep

Muskkoo.v, Split. 3 1875.

LOST,

Just published,anew edition of
CR. CULVISWELL’SCELEBRATEDESSAY on the ra(/ifa/n/re(without medicine) of Spermatorrha-aor Seminal
Weakness,Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impoteiicy, Mental and Physical Incapacity.Impediment* to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fitsinducedby self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance.<Jtc.

A

Full line of Winter Cloaks and Shawls.

44-1 f

a kettle for the purpose, in which they
keep beef suet, and after paring the potatoes and wiping them dry, they drop them
into the boiling suet and fry them as they
The undersigned wishes to Inform his old friends
do doughnuts. In the ordinary way of and residents of Ifollund and vicinitythat belrJ
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangebailing, much of the uutritous properties
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecncs, at Holland, at whose
of the potato escapes into the water, but
suet. the external ports
when fried in hot suet,
I hnvc'purcha^Ju ^cw ai^com^1,^. i?,',"
are closed at once, and all the properties °r t00,*lnd "lock and will furnish Urst-ciAsswork.

retained.”

HOW

January

of

next, at two o’clock in tho afternoon,to pay the
sum due on said mortgage with Interestaifa costs,
includingsaid attorney fee, and also the sum due
for said taxes paid with the interestand charges

R. W

"Gem'

MANLY D HOWARD.

D. 1878.

Holland, Dec.

McBride.
26- tf

MAMET UD:

having been made in the conditions
of a certainmortgage exccnied by John
Abeam to Ezekiel Jewett, dated the fifth day of
Also, an assortmentof CHEAP TOYS for thj
October, A. b. 1868, and recorded in the office of
I3NT
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa Conntv.State of
Michigan, on the filth dav of October. A. I). |R68.
at three o'clock In the afternoon, in Liber K of
mortgageson page 565, by which the power to sell
in said mortgage has become operative ; on which
mortgage there Is claimed to ho due at the date
!
!
hereof the sum of one thousand and slxty-two
The undersigned announces to tho Public that
dollars and thirty six cents, and also the lurther
sum of ninety-five dollars aid fourteen cents they have finished their new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
claimed to be due at the date hereof, find a lien on
P.
Jr.
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fail
Store on River Str. opposite Meyer & Co’s Furni- the mortgaged premises pursuantto statute, for
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
taxes paid by said mortgagee on said promises, inture
42-8 rn
ail those who wish to favor them with part oftheli
cluding interest and chargeson said taxes, and trade.
also an attorney fee of thirty dollars provided for
in said mortgage: and no suit or proceedinghavThe stand is one door west of G. J. Havetkate A
ing been institutedat law to recover the debt now Son’s Hardware Store.
remaining secured by said mortgage,or any part
W. BCTKAU,
thereof; Notice Is therefore hereby given that by
J. VAN ZOKREN.
virtue
of
said
power
of
sale
and
pursuant
to
statute
Holland.
July
14,
1876.
rT'HE Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landegend.
-L on the corner ol Tenth and Cedar sireen. Is iu such case made and provided,said mortgage
will he foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the
for stile
42-tf
mortgaged premisestherein described, to-wit: all
Together with a nice line of Coffees,Teas, Spices,
Candies, Tobaccos and Cigars.

GIVE

Sc

743 Broadway, New-Ycrk.

chief thing to be observed was to handle
the bunches carefully, so that none .of the

Scribner A

office.

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

with all the

when they were stored in a cool,
well ventilated room until freezing weather came, when they were removed to the
cellar, which was a dry one. In this way
the grapes kept nicely until Spring. The
baskets,

-

my

sold at

his

CLOETINOH.

—

for Sale!
—

-O'—

The largest aud

finest variety of

Worsted Goods.

-'—N

T WILL sell 80 acres of unimproved land iu tho
1. town of Heath. Allegan Go., Mich., one mile
south-east from Hamilton.A portion of the soil

Gloves and Hosiery of

all colors

and

sizes,

Satin Ribbon, something entirely new,

double
elc.

sandy, part clay, the balancea good hay marsh.
All easily cleared. Enough pine and onk still on
the land for building purposes. Well wa’cred by
is

;ffis»^ner,crc-

For

,nrthi'r

- EDMUND SKINNER.

34'Sm

Saugatuck,Allegan Co., Mich.

L.

&

S.

VAN PEN BERGE,

ETOHTH STREET

HO EE

AND, MICH

